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A SOLID FOUNDATION
by
Humberto Baquerizo
" Developing a
heterogeneous
character in
spirit and form
helps NJIT
integrate into a
diverse
society."
2 • A Solid Foundation

4 • Building Up
by
Humberto Baquerizo
" Always
Changing
brings out all
the principles
of statics and
dynamics that
it takes to form
a vital,
progressive
community."

NJIT and NEWARK
by
Humberto Baquerizo
6 • NJIT and Newark

8 • Student Life
OPENAIIMS,OPENDOORS...
Student Life at NJIT is a
complex balance of aca-
demic and extra-curricular
activities. Even with a de-
manding academic profile,
students seem to manage
their time to stepback and
enjoy college life.
Either the green, gym,
hazell center, theather, or
any social activity, there is
always something to do
on campus, because there
is more to school than just
learning in the classroom.
(511ways Ganging
in
STUDENT LIFE
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FRESHMEN MOVE IN
by
Humberto Baquerizo
Jennie Stilwell
" Moving can
be stressful and
tiring but there
is always a
helping hand
to aid you on
your first day."
Excitement, elevators, excruciating aching
arms...all were found on August 30, 1994,
otherwise known as Freshmen Move In day.
After the rooms were found, keys given, pa-
pers signed and goodbyes said to family, fun
events and a barbeque were organized on the
old Green.
As the new students met with their groups
from Miniversity, they participated in various
activities.
Some of the which included building marsh-
mallow towers, velcro-obstacle courses, and
volleyball. The green was filled with shouting
and laughter as these games helped alleviate
tensions that some students may have felt on
their first day at college. To end the activity
packed day, there were raffle prizes and movie
at midnight.
100 Freshmen Move In
- Photo by Steve Park
- Photo by Steve Park
- Photos by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Steve Park
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The Theme of Miniversity 1994 was "Covering All The
Bases". After students received their "playing schedule" in
the mail, they were onto the major leagues at NJIT.
Head coach, Robert (Bob) Moran, hit a homerun with the
addition of Health Service, Student Senate and more
refreshments for the overnight program.
The students were treated to activities such as
cookout, movie night, and team-building
games. By the end of the second day, students
have been able to make friends and ease the
transition between high school and college
life.
With the help of two student coordinators,
nine group leaders, and a two man technical
staff, the program was a grand slam.
- Photo by Robert Moran
by
Humberto Baquerizo
Jennie Stilwell
" Miniversity is
the first step
between NJIT
and incoming
freshmen."
12 • Miniversity
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff- Photos by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
Miniversity • 13
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by
Humberto Baquerizo
Angela Gupta
" Hazel! Center
offers a wide
variety of •
activities that
will challenge
or influence
your life at
NJ IT."
With a tough curriculum at New Jersey In-
stitute of Technology, many students need a
place to relax. Most people head for the
Hazell Center, 'Student Center'.
The 3 floors of the Hazell houses the
gameroom, cafeteria, the Pub, student club
offices, Registar office, Stop in Center, the
Bookstore and the office of Greek Life.
Particularly useful are the lounge area,
ballroom and the gallery, which is the lo-
cation of all kinds of events at NJIT.
Events such as bake sales, dance parties,
casino nights, student organization elec-
tions, course registration, final exams,
common hour club meetings, lectures and
commencement.
You are always able to see some activity
and entertaintment at the Hazell Center,
day or night.
14 • Hazen Center - Photo by 
Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff Haze11 Center • 15
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
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The popular Halloween Madness returns to the
NJIT campus scarier than ever. This year's
halloween party was a howling success. Red-
wood Residence Hall's Halloween Madness Fest
had everything: from a DJ party, free food, scary
custumes, to dancing, apple bobbing contest, pie
contest, horror movies, and prizes.
Some of the costumes were ninja turtles, young
babies, old maids and a chocolate M & M. Stu-
dents, from commuters to residents, were happy
as they enjoyed the fun all night long. Memories
of childhood were recaptured, as the night of
trick or treating help create new nightmare and
sweet reveries.
- Photo by Staff
by
Humberto Baquerizo
rr You're never
too old for
Halloween, you
can always
reflect on your
childhood
memories.
Trick or Treat!"
16 • Halloween
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
Halloween • 17
IVEX1WMOS
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by
Humberto Baquerizo
How did I get
to NJIT.
Students,
faculty and
staff play a role
in this NJIT
production."
18 • How did I get here
NJIT and Rutgers-Newark Theater group
came together in November to produce a
truly unparelled show. Spectators, and crit-
ics agrred that the staff of "How did I get
Here" gave us an incredible performance.
The overlapping plot lines gave it an unpre-
dictable style.
Performing at University Hall, NJIT, the
actors were able to blend theater acting with
involvement of the audience.
How Did I get here turned out to be an origi-
nal and fascinating threatical experience for
both actor and audience.
How did you get here!!
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff - Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
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SAC PROGRAMMING
The Student Activities Council, better known
as SAC is a major provider of much of the
entertainment for the NJIT community. In
other words, SAC is dependable for raising
the students' college spirit.
The vast variety of activities sponsored by
SAC are weekly movies, Spanky's Thursday
nigh comedians, Broadway shows, Lake
Placid ski weekend, Halloween Madness and
wall climbing, joust on green and virtual
reality computer fun.
Day presentations sponsored by SAC in-
cluded magicians, musicians, tattoo artists
and caricature artists in the Hazell Center
Lounge.
- Photo by Staff
by
Humberto Baquerizo
Mariette DeBarrios
" Without SAC,
life at NJIT
would be much
less exciting."
20 • SAC Programs
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
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by
Humberto Baquerizo
" What to
do on a
Thursday
night
...Pub!"
Pub Nites are becoming a traditional event at the
NJIT Pub. Events such as comedy show, Monday
night football, South of the Border Fiestas, bands,
DJ's, and novelty entertainments. All of these set
the right mood for an enthusiastic college crowd.
They all have a common theme... that is Thursday
Night at the Pub. A way to kick back, unwind and
have fun with friends.
Most of the Pub Nites are hosted by variety clubs
and organizations from SAC to Graduating Student
Committee to GSA or the Pub itself. These special
events provide an evening of unexpected,
unpredictability for all.
The Pub nites are a chance to get together with
friends, and forget about the pressures of
tommorrow, or next week's exam. The Pub provides
a relaxed atmosphere for any NJIT student any time
of day or night.
Need a Hand !!!
22 • Pub Nites
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff - Photo by Staff
EXTREME SKIING
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Ski Weekend was just another excuse to get away from
Newark, where many students took the opportunity to
become Ski Bums.
Different clubs and organizations sponsored trips to vari-
ous resorts, from Killington to Lake Placid to a week long
trip to Whistler B.C.; students are always looking for-
ward to a white powdery reason to get away from school.
Would you pass up the opportunity to get away for the
weekend and head for the slopes? Well, I don't think so.
Many could not pass the temptation to get away from
NJIT for more earthly surroundings.
Whether it be a beginner or expert skiers, they both
advantage of good prices, and fresh snow, just to learn or
to brush up on techniques. Well, it is just another way that
NJIT students take time to forget about work, classes and
projects and enjoy the fun of shushing the slopes.
- Photo by Staff
by
Humberto Baquerizo
" Would you
pass up the
opportunity to
get away for
the weekend
and head for
the slopes?"
- Photo by Liz Larys
24 • Ski Trips
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
Ski Trips • 25
MAKING A
DIFFERENCE
Kolbetait A 
by
Humberto Baquerizo
Angela Gupta
" NJIT diversity
offer students &
staff the
chance to
educate,
entertain and
unite all races
as one."
26 • Cultural Heritage
Diversity among the students and faculty is one
of New Jersey Institute of Technology's major
assets. It ranks 3rd in the nation for its Mosaic
style from Asian to African cultures.
Different ethnic organizations year after year
present a variety of cultural events such as His-
panic Heritage and African History Months. The
students experience an assortment of ethnic
foods, ceremonies and dances from the Holi Show
to Chinese New Year. The goal is to share each
background, so as to blend all the cultures to
make one united group.
Student diversity at NJIT has made the university
something to be proud of, unifying all the cul-
tures has made us a worldly community.
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff - Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
ONE STEP
AHEAD
RAMVO:4#010510IDWIODMIDWOli
After many years of living and learning at NJIT, the
time had come to move on to that next step. While
some decided to return to graduate school to con-
tinue their education, for others it means leaving for
full time employment and other new ventures.
January commencemet was a joyous occasion for
graduates. And a proud moment for friends and
family. Some graduates were apprehensive about
graduating on friday the 13th, but for these graduates
it was a very lucky date. For many, this is a period
in their lives that came to a close with a few speeches
and a walk ending with a handshake.
Yet, at the same time a new path opened up, and each
person held the keys to success and prosperity.
by
Humberto Baquerizo
" A joyous
occasion with
friends and
family for the
final steps of
our antici-
pated event,
commence-
ment."
28 • January Commencement
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
January Commencement • 29
HEART OF IT
by
Humberto Baquerizo
_ -
" Spring is the
best time to be
on the Green,
to spend time
outside, and
just be."
30 • The Green
The Green is the campus heart. Whether it be the old
green or the new green, students spend most of their
time debating to go to class or just hang out. Most
students veg, play or just wish to about being some-
place else on a beautiful sunny day.
The green is the host to many activities on campus,
making NJIT students forget about classes and just to
have some fun. Some of the activities held on the
green are Miniversity, Colors, Hispanic Week, Asian
Week, Movies, Spring Week, Greek Week, Bands, DJ
Music, Novelty Entertainments, and possibly Com-
mencement. The Green is always the place to be.
Last but not least, our friend on the green, NJIT
squirrels. As we cross the green, we are able to enjoy
this creature innocence. From running around, jump-
ing on buildings and trees, the squirrels make us
laugh, and sometimes forget our stressful curriculum,
with their playful charm.
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
The Green • 31
TOGETHERNESS
LIVING WITH FRIENDS
LIVING ON CAMPUS
Living on campus can be a unique experience for freshmen
as well as upperclassmen. The Dorms for most is the first
step into college life, while for others it is considered home.
While being away from hometown friends and family, one
must adapt to a different schedule: the life of a college
student. Roommates, freedom, late nights, weird eating
habits and mix and match laundry all contributes to a well
rounded college educated adult.
While life away from the comforts of home seems insane,
the Office of Residence Life offers a variety of programs,
such as educational, cultural, community as well as social
events. All the residence halls activities promote a resident
community, outside the classroom and ocassionally outside
the university .
The dorms are a place where many students find some of
their lifelong friends, share the same experiences: classes,
stress, professors, papers, finals and parties. The dorm
survivors are a special breed.
- Photo by Staff
32 • Residence Life
by
Humberto Baquerizo
" For many,
living on cam-
pus is the first
step into col-
lege life, for
others it be-
comes much
more."
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
SEVEN DAY
GETAWAY 
Cyr: lit11:3: As 
by
Humberto Baquerizo
34 • Spring Break
Spring Break 1995 .... A week of rest, relaxation, and
fun looked forward to by every student at every
school. After eight weeks of challenging classes, the
students of NJIT were ready to break. This year, they
were off to spend their week in the Florida sun. Co-
coa Beach was their destination. Students looked for-
ward to a fun-filled week of swimming, sunning, ten-
nis, and, of course, Mickey.
Students visited many Florida attractions. They trav-
elled to Disney-MGM Studios, Universal Studios, and
the Magic Kingdom. After experiencing such an
exciting few days, a rest was greatly needed at the
beach or by the pool. Pleasure Island Disney was the
perfect place to spend St. Patrick's Day with an
evening of dancing and frollicking.
We rushed to the airport because we were running
late. The trip ended with the sight of a rainbow, giving
us strength to battle another eight weeks of school.
- Photo by Staff
" A break away
from grueling
classes and
work to enjoy
the magic of
Florida."
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
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FOSTERING UNITY
CeNo ttti0,41
Even though finals are just a week away, Greeks
managed time to show off their letters and spirit
during Greek Week. This annual event shows
the strength and unity of the greek community
on campus.
Greek Week '95 festivities began with a greek
barbecue and then on with activities such as the
tricycle race, izzy dizzy, chariot race, twister,
egg toss, three on three basketball, water polo,
darts, billards, sega, fooseball, and last but not
least the talent show.
All Greeks came out to enjoy the sun, food, and
the fun while giving support to their own frater-
nities and sororities. No matter the letters, we
are all greek together.
-Photo by Staff
by
Isabel DeOliveira
" Greek Week
'95 - showing
your letters,
colors, and
spirit for being
greek."
36 • Greek Week
-Photo by Staff
-Photo by Staff
-Photo by Staff Greek Week • 37
-Photo by Staff
-Photo by Staff
SPRING LUNACY
PRIN WEEK
by
Humberto Baquerizo
" Rockwall,
Gladiator
Joust, Bungee
Run, Casino
Night and a
Barbeque are
hardly ways to
prepare for
finals."
38 • Spring Week
Despite the end of the semester crunch, and the
computer labs, the term papers being due; senior
project presentations, students managed to take time
out of their busy schedules to enjoy the activities
during this year's Spring Week, and to renew campus
spirit.
Even though finals are just around the corner, Spring
Week comes at the perfect time of the year when
campus is alive with the energy of the Spring and the
stress of the foreboding finals. The 'Be Alive in 95'
theme revived everyone of their winter blues.
The week long event consists of activities such as
WJTB Volleyball Tournament, Rockwall, Dunking
Booth, Gladiator Joust, Bungee Run, Bouncy Box-
ing, Movies on the Green, Club Picnic, Senate
Barbeque, Casino Night, and Spring Semi-Formal.
-Photo by Staff
Photo by Staff
-Photo by Staff
-Photos by Staff
-Photo by Staff
-Photo by Staff
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-Photo by Staff
Spring Week • 39
MARDI GRAS
SPRING SEMI-FORMAL
- Photo by DaV
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
" A night to
remember,
Mardi Gras,
thanks to the
Graduating
Student Com-
mittee of 1995."
40 • Semi-Formal
- Photo by DaVor
Semi-Formal • 41
- Photo by DaVor
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MARDI GRAS
SPRING SEMI-FORMAL
In the quest to be different, NJIT held its 1995
Spring Semi-Formal in the spirit of Mardi Gras.
The Graduating Student Committee hosted the
event at the Seabras Armory in Perth Amboy. A
night full of color, music and dancing displayed
the Seniors' spirit of accomplishments at NJIT.
From dinner, dancing and fun, all were able to
enjoy the misty night. Bright balloons,
mascarades, beads, paradise flower centerpieces,
confetti and much more made the Mardi Gras
Semi-Formal unique in style and color. It was a
sold out event thanks to the students, faculty and
staff who attended.
The music was a mixture of upbeat oldies, tradi-
tional ballads, hip-hop, and dance party favorites
such as "Shout" and "Paradise by the Dashboard
Light". The dance floor was never empty, from
friends to dates, everyone gyrated, jumped,
flipped, and dirty danced to the beat of the night.
- Photo by DaVor
by
Isabel DeOliveira
" A night to
remember,
full of
magic and
mystery."
42 • Semi-Formal
-Photo by
DaVor
-Photo by
DaVor
-Photo by DaVor
-Photo by DaVor
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-Photo by DaVor
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SHOWING
YOU CARE
by
Humberto Baquerizo
" NJIT students
show they care
about
volunteerism
on their local,
state, and
national level."
44 • Community Servin
Whether it is in the form of an individual service
project, such as a Walkathon for Women and
Children Living with AIDS, or a service organi-
zation, NJIT students show they care by taking a
day off from their tough academic schedule to
pledge to the principal of volunteerism.
Many students showed support in the Walk of
Champions sponsored by UMDNJ, Route 21
Highway Clean Up, lending a hand at the Com-
munity Food Bank, St. Patrick's Soup Kitchen,
raising funds for Babyland and buiding homes
through Habitat for Humanity.
From bake sales to food and clothing drives,
NJIT students, whether it be individuals, clubs,
organizations, fraternities or sororities, they al-
ways come together to help those in need. After
a day of good work, the rewards are the happy
faces of those needy people thanking us for a job
well done. NJIT truly represents those princi-
pals of service.
-Photo by Staff
-Photo by Staff
-Photos by Staff
-Photo by Staff
-Photos by Staff
ACCEPTING
THE CHALLENGE
w leracco ovro am I meo
by
Humberto Baquerizo
" Cheers,
excitement
and sadness
were in the
hearts of the
graduating
class, as
they bid
farewell to
those
memorable
college
days."
46• May Commencement
The Garden State Art Center in Holmdel, NJ was
the setting for the confering of the Bachelor,
Master and Doctorate Degrees for the Class of
1995, "A Class by Itself". After four, five, six or
more years at NJIT, the Senior Class has become
part of the prestigious NJIT alumni association.
This graduating class has endured the most con-
struction, destruction, reconstruction, and reno-
vation of Newark and the NJIT campus. On May
19, 1995, the graduates walked with pride of their
significant achievement and celebrated amongst
family and friends.
Cheers, excitement, sadness were in the hearts of
the graduating class, as they bid farewell to those
memorable college days. As their names were
read off, families and friends join together to
honor the graduates for their hard work, dedica-
tion and sacrifice.
Many graduates move into the real world, jobs
and career opportunities, while others will return
to universities to continue their education. No
matter where they go, these new alumni, know
that "To accomplish great things, we must not
only act, but also dream, not only plan, but also
believe" by A. France in order to suceed.
We must remember that our culmination of col-
lege life has ended but new doors have opened to
our future. Now that we have accepted the
challenge, it is up to us to go back into our com-
munities and help those in need of vision and
structure.
-Photo by Staff
-Photo by Staff
-Photo by Staff
-Photo by DaVor
-Photo by DaVor
-Photo by Staff
May Commencement • 47
ft3 valet-from met*
by
Humberto Baquerizo
" Good Luck
to the Class
of 1995."
48 • May Commencement
-Photo by DaVor
-Photo by DaVor
-Photo by DaVor
ACCEPTING
THE CHALLENGE
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CARVING A PATH
Administration • 53
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Administration
Faculty,
Administration,
and Staff assist
students in carving
their own path, while
contributing
themselves to NJIT
standard of
excellence
DR. SA1UL K. FErtsmR
PRESIDENT
As you complete this phase of your education and prepare to move on, I salute the Class of 1995 for its outstanding accomplishments. You represent
an important chapter in the history of NJIT.
The Theme of your Yearbook, "Always Changing", is a rich methaphor. It dates back to the pre-Socratic philosophers of ancient Greece, yet it has lost
none of its power in the contemporary world. Your choice of this theme is, of course, particularly fitting at this moment in your lives, but it can also be
applied to the on-going development of NJIT.
Throughout its history, NJIT's faculty and academic administrators have kept its curricula current and have sought to anticipate the trends of the future.
That process is never complete. Our course of study will continue to undergo re-examination and transformation. Our goal is to make the NJIT of the
twenty-first century a research university widely known for its emphasis on the design, development, management, interpretation, and application of
sustainable technology for the benefit of society.
We will make the concept of muti-lifecycle education the integrating theme for the university's programs. We will focus on the needs of the market place
and become even more responsive to the trends in the global economy. We will increase our emphasis on management skills, and reinforce our emphasis
on environmental concerns. And we will continue to be responsive to the needs of the educational market place as we fullfill our statewide mission.
NJIT's research programs will be increasingly interdisciplinary, paralleling its programs of instruction. The further growth of research will be built on
a reputation for creativity and dependability in problem-solving. The application of technology to improvements in manufacturing, infrastructure, the
environment, information sciences, communications, education, and health care will be our hallmark.
NJIT's institutional culture will encourage and reward entrepreneurial initiative on the part of students, faculty and staff. Programs will place special
emphasis on quality and productivity in the context of the global economy. Partnership with private corporations, public agencies and other research
universities, both here and abroad, will be a standard operating mode.
NJIT's campus, as well as its academic reputation, will be strenghtened as it becomes even more an institution of choice for prospective students and
faculty. Ample facilities will be built and current facilities will be renovated to accommodate a broad range of academic, cultural and social pursuits
for both residential and commuting students. We will have a new residence hall, new student service facilities, new classrooms and laboratories. Both
instruction and research will make effective use of advanced technologies. We will continue to beautify the campus landscape. To achieve this ambitious
agenda, we will take an aggressive stance toward the search for external resources and the task of building our endowment funds.
Finally, we will engage in critical self-examination through the disciplines of strategic planning and benchmarking. Whatever the findings, we will
respond. We will never rest on the laurels of past accomplishments. We will always seek improvement and embrance opportunities to re-create NJIT
as a forward-looking institution.
And just as the university continues to change, so will you. The personal and intellectual development you have experienced over the course of your
student years at NJIT provides a firm foundation for your continued growth for many years to come. I take great pride in your emergence as men and
women eager to take on the challenges of life and ready to provide leadership. You are well prepared. I am confident that you will help sustain the nation's
economic strength and contribute to the civic affairs of your local communities. I hope you will maintain your association with NJIT, and continue to
participate actively as members of the larger NJIT community, as we both continue to change. Congratulations and best wishes.
President • 55
CHIEF ACADEMIC OFFICERS
Taking a Unique Approach
NJIT's Chief Academic Officers under-
take the responsibility to develop
areas of academic affairs, develop-
ment, budget, and finance. Through
their efforts NJIT has prospered to its
current standing, and promises to
continue to grow in the future.
A few of their combined responsibili-
ties include campus growth, resource
allocation, academic planning, re-
search, Dean of Students, Admissions,
Registrar, Financial Aid, Computer
Services, and Continuing Education.
Dr. Gary Thomas
Provost & Chief Academic Officer
Dr. Joel Bloom
Vice President
for Academic Affairs
Henry Mauermeyer
Vice President
for Budget & Finance
Patricia Ondrick
Vice President
for University Advancement
Academic Officers • 57
DEAN OF STUDENTS
Carving A Path
The Dean of Students is a vital part of NJIT
life. From miniversity to commencement, the
deans guide and support the students in
their collegiete endevour. DOS is a signifi-
cant part of every scholar's achievement of
receiving a diploma from this distinguished
university.
The Dean of Students office contributes to
the students in many ways. From overseeing
the Counseling Center and Residence Life,
to supporting and encouraging student
activities. The deans are personally involved
in many university activites, and are con-
stantly protecting the rights of the student
body.Dr. Eida Berrio
Dean of Students
Dr. Ralph Arend
Associate Dean
Mr. Leroy Thomas
Associate Dean
Dr. Judy Valyo
Dean of Freshman Studies
Dean of Students • 59
DEANS OF COLLEGES
Dean
Thomas Swart
Striving for
excellence
in the
standards
at
NJIT
Dean
Urs Gauchat
Acting Dean
Leon Buteau
Dean
Alok Chakrabarti
College Deans • 61
Newark
College of Engineering
School of Architecture
College of
Science and Liberal Arts
School of
Industrial Management
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY P
SUMMER, 1994
NJIT
New jersey Institute of Technology
Educational OpportunityProgram
ROGRAM
Summer of 1994
At New Jersey Institute of Technology, it is the
Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) that
provides comprehensive educational and sup-
port services to educationally disadvantaged
students. Founded in 1968 as the Engineering
Opportunity Program, EOP at NJIT is considered
a national leader among technollogically oriented
enrichments programs at the university level.
Today, the program is known as the Educational
Opportunity Program - a reflection of the wide
range of study open to each EOP students. EOP
continues to prepare engineers, but now degrees
in architecture, mathematics, chemistry, physics,
computer science, management, and statistics
and actuarial science are also part of the pro-
gram. There is even a major called science,
technology and society, which is designed to give
students an understanding of how technology
affects the world and its people.
Each year, approximately 550 NJIT students
participate in EOP while progressing toward
their careers. EOP students study in all of NJIT's
four academic units: Newark College of
Enginnering, College of Science and Liberal Arts,
School of Architecture, and School of Industrial
Management.
Educational Opportunity Program • 63
FACULTY & STAFF
William Anderson
Dean of Admission
Nirwan Ansari
Electrical Engineering
Piero Armenante
Chemical Engineering
Eida Berrio
Dean of Students
Lamont Gladden
Office of Residence Life
William A. Bocchino
Industrial Management
T Homer Bonitsis
Industrial Management
Cecil Broadnax
Career Development Service
John Carpinelli
Electrical Engineering
Ken K. Chin
Physics
Robert Conely
Chemistry
Roy H. Comely
Electrical Engineering
Faculty & Staff • 65
Jodie Cottrell
Director of Ilazell Center
Sanchoy Das
Industrial Engineering
Fadi P. Deek
Computer Information Science
Rev. John Dennehy
Faculty / Newman Center
Khalil Denno
Electrical Engineering
Linda Diaz
Office of Residence Life
Misra Durgamadhab
Electrical Engineering
Peter Engler
Electrical Engineering
Maria C. Fater
Office of Residence Life
Duane Felczak
Physical Education
Edith Frank
Director of Counseling Center
Joseph Frank
Electrical Engineering
FACULTY & STAFF
Howard Gage
Industrial Engineering
Donald Getzin
Chemical Engineering
Teddy Greenstein
Chemical Engineering
Tamara Gund
Chemistry
Deran Hanesian
Chemical Engineering
Fred Harris
Counseling Center
Jeffery Hildner
Architecture
Walid Hubbi
Electrical Engineering
Mary Hurdle
Director of Financial Aid
Leon Jololian
omputer Information System
Anthony Kahng
Industrial Engineering
Ronald Kane
Director of Graduate Studies
Faculty & Staff • 67
Barbara Kebbekus
Chemical Engineering
Gary Keel
Career Development
Jacob Mapper
Electrical Engineering
Chip Lardier
Chemical Engineering
Gordon Lewandowski
Chemical Engineering
Norman Loney
Chemical Engineering
Robert Luo
Chemical Engineering
Gregory Mass
Director of CoOperative Education
Kevin McDermott
Industrial Engineering
Andrew Mercy
Electrical Engineering
Somenath Mitra
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In Memory.....
Dean Murray passed away before the New Year at home, leaving be-
hind memories of her ideals and strength. I would like to honor Dr.
Constance Murray for her job at NJIT. But most of all for giving me
strength, support and guidance. Even though she was not physically
at commencement, she was watching us from above: Cheering the
Class of 1995.
With the same token, I would like to extend my sympathy to the
family and co-workers for the loss of Arnold Allentuch (Asst. VP.
Research Graduate Studies), Henry Blekicki (VP. Ecomonic
Development), Prof. Denno (Distinguish Prof. Electrical Engineering),
William Hazell (NCE President), Sgt. Luis A. Baez (Department of
Public Safety), and Prof. Alfred Lee (Humanities Department).
by
Humberto Baquerizo
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The Graduating
Class of 1995,
continues to
strive for success
and excellence,
while serving
society and
challenging
themselves.
97levays C.Aanying
in
Graduates
School of Architecture
NJIT's School of Architecture (SOA) is one of two NAAB accredited
universities in New Jersey, the eighth largest school of architecture in
the United States, and one of the 72 schools worldwide.
SOA is one of the nation's leaders in teaching computer-aided design,
drafting and graphics in the design studio.
Being a positive role model, SOA is an active partner with the commu-
nity in seeking to resolve urban issues such as infrastructure, AIDS shel-
ters and affordable housing with non-profit developers throughout the
state such as Habitat for Humanity and La Casa de
Don Pedro in Newark.
Presenting the Class Of 1995
74 • School of Architecture
Jeffrey B. Appezzato
BArch • Architecture
Rahway, NJ
Paul V. Ashworth
BArch • Architecture
Newton, NJ
Nicole Borota
BArch • Architecture
Roebling, NJ
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Joseph Buda
BArch • Architecture
Fort Lee, NJ
Myrland M. Cabrera
BArch - Architecture
West New York, NJ
Paul G. DeStio
BArch • Architecture
Bound Brook, NJ
Eileen J. Domonkos
BArch - Architecture
Edison, NJ
Blanton M. Dunn III
BArch • Architecture
Audbon, NJ
Ronald San Fillipo
BArch • Architecture
Newark, NJ
Robert F. Floge
BArch • Architecture
Bayville, NJ
Gisela S. Garcia
BArch • Architecture
Weehawken, NJ
Christine E. Guidera
BArch • Architecture
Staten Island, NY
76 • Architecture Graduates
Mark J Gumienny
BArch • Architecture
Passaic, NJ
Scott M. Heinzinger
BArch • Architecture
River Edge, NJ
Troy C. Hill
BArch • Architecture
South Bound Brook, NJ
George S. Lukowiak III
BArch • Architecture
Belleville, NJ
Joseph M. Mauriello
BArch • Architecture
Belleville, NJ
Derron McGlashan
BArch • Architecture
Irvington, NJ
Ping Ku
BArch • Architecture
Fanwood, NJ
Grace W. Li
BArch • Architecture
Cedar Grove, NJ
Lisa M. Lorenzetti
BArch • Architecture
Somerdale, NJ
Clifford Horner
BArch • Architecture
New Egypt, NJ
Gary R. Kinder
BArch • Architecture
Vernon, NJ
Ryan R. Kranz
BArch • Architecture
Ringwood, NJ
Thomas J. Mesuk
BArch • Architecture
Bloomfield, NJ
Douglas E. Miller
BArch • Architecture
Park Ridge, NJ
Todd R. Miller
BArch • Architecture
Sussex, NJ
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Sandra Y. Rivas
BArch • Architecture
North Bergen, NJ
Michael Scotti
BArch • Architecture
White House, NJ
Diane I. Soto
BArch • Architecture
Elizabeth, NJ
Asish B. Patel
BArch • Architecture
Franklin Park, NJ
Damon Piontkowski
BArch • Architecture
Green Brook, NJ
JoAnn Pommnitz
BArch • Architecture
Clark, NJ
Nathan T. Monger
BArch • Architecture
Danielson, CT
Patricia A. Mueller
BArch • Architecture
Montville, NJ
Deborah Munoz
BArch • Architecture
Weehawken, NJ
Kevin P. Spink
BArch • Architecture
Clifton, NJ
Eric C. Trepkau
BArch • Architecture
Annandale, NJ
Vincent J. Wadolowski
BArch • Architecture
Union, NJ
Harry R. Walski
BArch • Architecture
Nutley, NJ
Roderick G. Watkins
BArch • Architecture
Newark, NJ
Grace W. Yeung
BArch • Architecture
Washington, NJ
78 • Architecture Graduates
Albert Dorman Honors College
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
The Albert Dorman Honors College, represented by a
scroll, was established in 1993. The college aims to inspire
and prepare NJIT Honors Scholars to succeed throught the
highest standards of personal and academic achievement.
Albert Dorman Honors College Class of 1995 graduates
are: Naykala Alwis, Lance Arlaus, Richard Arlaus, Nicole
Borota, Monica Castillo, Kok Chan, Eilee Domonkos, Sean
Duffy, Scott W. Fay, Adarsh Gupta, Jorge Henriques, David
Hierl, Aslam Lateef, Ian Lonergan, Helman Lukito, Mark
McClung, Mukesh Mistry, Nathan Monger, Patricia A.
Muller, Nimish Patel, Tom Philip, Ian Rintel, James Roy,
Omnia Samra, Melissa Shore, Bonnie Tai, Alice Tzeng,
Robert Walton, Nina Wokhlu, Samuel Wykoff, Atif Abbas
Zaidi.
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College of
Science & Liberal Arts
NJIT's College of Science and Liberal Arts (CSLA) provides the opportu.
nities for studying the sciences, mathematics, humanities and social
science. CSLA provides students with a comprehensive knowledge of
the interaction between science and society. CSLA maintains close aca-
demic connnection with Rutgers-Newark, where students can easily
cross-register in many academic areas. CSLA includes the departments
of Aerospace Studies, Computer Information System, Humanities,
Mathematics, Physics, and Social Science and Political Studies, Theater,
and the Language Learning Center. CSLA prepare students to integrat€
the studies of technology and society, in order to serve our communities
and to adapt to a changing world.
Presenting the Class Of 1995
80 • College of Science & Liberal Arts
Rajesh Agarwala
BS • Computer Information Science
Malboro, NJ
Rheena J. Alapatt
MS • Computer Information Science
Warren, NJ
Prabath Alwis
MS • Computer Information Science
Belleville, NJ
Allen S. Gerner
BS • Computer Information Science
Oakhurst, NJ
Teresa D. Goncalves
BS • Actuarial Science
Roselle, NJ
Joan J. Gu
BS • Computer Information Science
North Bergen, NJ
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Praful K. Baj aria
MS • Computer Information Science
Passaic, NJ
Madhusudan Bollu
MS • Computer Information Science
Edison, NJ
Shoiab M. Chaundry
BS • Computer Information Science
Belleville, NJ
Jerry J. Chen
BS • Applied Mathemathics
Florence, NJ
Zuling Deng
MS • Computer Information Science
Piscataway, NJ
Sodagum Dharani
MS • Computer Information Science
Newark, NJ
Jimmy L. Hayes
BS • Engineering Technology
Fair Lawn, NJ
Edward S. Hudak Jr.
MS • Applied Mathematics
Bayville, NJ
Munira Hussain
BS • Chemical Engineering
Little Falls, NJ
82 • Science & Liberal Arts Graduates
Fidel Loverton
MS • Computer Information Science
New Brunswick, NJ
Shanmiao Ma
MS • Computer Information Science
Kearny, NJ
David K. Michaels
BS • Computer Information Science
East Windsor, NJ
Jungkyun Mok
MS • Computer Information Science
Newark, NJ
Nga T. Nguyen
BS • Computer Information Science
West Orange, NJ
Kamal C. Panchal
BS • Computer Information Science
Moonachie, NJ
Vipul S. Parikh
MS • Computer Information Science
Jersey City, NJ
Alicj a Ruszala
MS • Computer Information Science
Lodi, NJ
Georges M. Saba
MS • Computer Information Science
Clifton, NJ
Juanita K. Sanchez
BS • Science, Technology and Society
Garfield, NJ
Gopi N. Sapra
BS • Computer Information Science
Iselin, NJ
Wen-Yu Shen
BS • Computer Information Science
Taipei, Taiwan
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Dong Yun Wu
MS • Computer Information Science
Kearny, NJ
Shujat Zakir
BS • Computer Information Science
Teaneck, NJ
Xiaoguang Zhang
BA • Computer Information Science
East Brunswick, NJ
Cynthia A. Weber
BS • Social Science and Policy Studies
Somerset, NJ
Christopher D. Weitner
BS • Computer Information Science
Clifton, NJ
Chow K. Wing
MS • Computer Information Science
East Brunswick, NJ
Melissa M. Shore
BS • Actuarial Science
Oakland, NJ
Dharmesh M. Trivedi
MS • Computer Information Science
Parsippany, NJ
Jeffrey V. Vernice
MS • Computer Information Science
Nutley, NJ
School of
Industrial Management 
The School of Industrial Management (SIM) prepares NJIT students for
tomorrow's vision and leadership in our global economy. SIM provides
students with an understanding of traditional management theory inte-
grated with related fields of new and emerging technologies. SIM's
most recent program, enviromental management, provides students
with skills and tools to face and deal with enviromental issues such as
pollution prevention and abatement. SIM has also developed join pro-
grams with other colleges and universities, giving students the opportu-
nity to take courses at Drew University, Ramapo College and Kean
Colllege. SIM students are prepared to lead the corporate world and
global economy
Presenting the Class Of 1995
84 • School of Industrial Management
Haidar M. Abushaqra
BS • Management
North Bergen, NJ
Broadus G. Achoe
MS • Operation Management
Morristown, NJ
Forootan R. Ali
BS • Operation Management
Newark, NJ
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Sandra L. Cevallos
MS • Management Information System
Union City, NJ
Meng-Foh Chai
MS • Management Information System
Kearny, NJ
Yea-Mei Chiou
MS • Management Information System
Bayonne, NJ
Anthony N. Baeta
BS • Industrial Management
Edison, NJ
Shannon D. Brown-Lee
BS • Marketing
Paterson, NJ
Julia A. Cacciarelli
MS • Management
Oxford, NJ
Paul A. Amami'
MS • Engineering Management
South Plainfiled, NJ
Mark W. Amodio
MS • Management Information System
Middletown, NJ
Andrew 0. Arumemi
MS • Industrial Management
Irvington, NJ
86 • Management Graduates
Scott W. Deas
MS • Industrial Management
Paramus, NJ
Charalambos Demetriou
MS • Management
Maplewood, NJ
Ralph J. DeMichele
BS • Finance
Kearny, NJ
Luis M. DeOliveira
MS • Management
Kearny, NJ
Laurie A. Dickinson
BS • Finance
Burlington, NJ
Toufiq S. Elazzouzi
BS • Marketing
Highland Park, NJ
Obinna U Ejiofor
BS • Management
Montclair, NJ
Joy L. Farrar
MS • Management Information System
Union City, NJ
Dina C. Flateman
MS • Management Information System
Hazlet, NJ
Andrew J. Gallagher
BS • Management/Marketing
Maplewood, NJ
Jorge L. Gonzalez
BS • Finance
Saddle Brook, NJ
Robert F. Gunkel Jr.
MS • Management Information System
Middletown, NJ
Gemma Haynes
MS • Marketing
Irvington, NJ
Mitchell E. Holloway
MS • Management
Branchburg, NJ
Joanne Hu
MS • Marketing
Jersey City, NJ
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James M. Lorene
MS • Finance
Maplewood, NJ
Luke J. Marples
MS • Engineering Management
Elizabeth, NJ
Fernan Maya
MS • Engineering Management
Rahway, NJ
Duc P. Lai
BS • Operation Management
Jersey City, NJ
Neil E. Lee
MS • Human Resource
Irvington, NJ
Clara W. Leung
MS • Human Resource
Mahwah, NJ
Tijuana V. Irby
MS • Management
East Orange, NJ
Alka H. Kapadia
MS • Management Information System
Iselin, NJ
Darren G. Kelly
BS • Marketing
Roseland, NJ
Thomas J. McGeachen
MS • Engineering Management
East Windsor, NJ
Lourdes M. Noriega
BS • Human Resource
Hackensack, NJ
Barbara Pampey
BS • Management
East Orange, NJ
88 • Management Graduates
Renato A. Rosales
MS • Marketing
Nutley, NJ
Edward Rufolo Jr.
BS • Finance
Rahway, NJ
Arthur L. Stalling
BS • Management
Hillside, NJ
Anthony Ramirez
MS • Engineering Management
Belleville, NJ
Steven Reischel
MS • Operation Management
Waldwick, NJ
Shuriek A. Robinson
BS • Finance
East Orange, NJ
Sonal Patel
BS • Management Information System
North Bergen, NJ
Lamont E. Pleasant
BS • Finance
Elizabeth, NJ
Metha K. Prerana
BS • Management Information System
Elizabeth, NJ
Jocelyn Thompson
MS • Management
Glen Ridge, NJ
Masao Urano
MS • Engineering Management
North Arlington, NJ
Michelle M. Walsh
BS • Marketing
Metuchen, NJ
Christopher J. Williams
BS • Finance
Central Nyack, NY
Martin A. Wilson
MS • Management Information System
Newark, NJ
William R. Wong
MS • Engineering Management
Livingston, NJ
Liliana Zisa
MS • Management
Elmwood Park, NJ
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Newark College Of Engineering
The Newark College of Engineering of today has vastly exceeded the vision that even the most
daring had for it only a few years ago. Ranked among the nation's best, NCE graduates make
up 25% of New Jersey' engineers. NCE provides its many customers with a diverse, superbly
trained cadre of engineers that is ready to meet the challenge of leadership as citizens, profes-
sionals, and entrepreneurs in the global economy of the 21st century. Programs included bio-
technology, chemical, civil, computer, electrical, industrial, manufacturing, and engineering
technology. It is the business of NCE to provide the human resources required for success
tomorrow. NCE will continue to exceed the expectations of its many customers by understand-
ing their ever changing needs and values, and by responding appropiately, effectively, and
efficiently. There is a new population of learners consisting of traditional students and of pro-
fessionals who require new or updated skills to meet the ever changing needs of the workplace.
Our objective is that, as we always change, the results will make every student want to come to
NCE as the first choice, will make every employer requiring engineering and technical talent to
seek it at NCE as the first choice, and bring every organization requiring new engineering
knowledge to NCE as the first choice.
Presenting the Class Of 1995
90 • Newark College of Engineering
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Mohamed H. Abdelgelil
MS • Civil Engineering
Kearny, NJ
Neda Abrary
BS • Industrial Engineering
West Caldwell, NJ
Rahul Agarwal
BS • Computer Engineering
Montvale, NJ
Ahmed Saleem Al-Shehab
BS • Computer Engineering
Teaneck, NJ
Naykala C. Alwis
BS • Engineering Science
Parlin, NJ
German Andrade
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Lodi, NJ
Ala I. Alaeddin
BS • Computer Engineering
Passaic, NJ
Fayez W. Ali
BS • Computer Engineering
North Brunswick, NJ
Firas Aljallad
BS • Computer Engineering
West Paterson, NJ
Jenny Agila
BS • Chemical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Imrah Ahmed
BS • Computer Engineering
Yardville, NJ
Frederick B. Ajisafe
BS • Computer Engineering
Newark, NJ
Michael Anghel
BS • Mechanical Engineering
East Brunswick, NJ
Lance Arlaus
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Clifton, NJ
Edmond K. Armah
BS • Engineering Science
Trenton, NJ
Wae'l N. Armout
BS • Mechanical Engineering Tech-
nology
Lyndhurst, NJ
Ziyad F. Arnaout
BS • Computer Engineering
Passaic, NJ
Mandeep S. Arora
BS • Civil Engineering
Mercerville, NJ
Hiskiyas A. Assefa
BS • Electrical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Herman N. Athias III
BS • Electrical Engineering
Laurelton, NJ
Manar G. Attara
BS • Civil Engineering
Piscataway, NJ
Khaled J. Awawdeh
BS • Computer Engineering
Lodi, NJ
Timothy M. Bainbridge
BS • Electrical Engineering Technolgy
Manville, NJ
Humberto X. Baquerizo
BS • Engineering Science
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Carlos M. Bastos
BS • Industrial Engineering
Harrison, NJ
Antoine B. Batour
BS • Computer Engineering
Somerset, NJ
Frank J. Bere
BS • Chemical Engineering
Colts Neck, NJ
Manish R. Bhatt
BS • Electrical Engineering
Belleville, NJ
Kia A. Billings
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Vincent C. Biviano
BS • Civil Engineering Technology
Parlin, NJ
Alan R. Boettger
BS • Surveying Engineering Technology
Edison, NJ
Irfan B. Brelvi
BS • Mechanical Engineering Technology
Dover, NJ
Jim 0. Briceno
BS • Electrical Engineering
Linden, NJ
Yatin B. Buch
BS • Electrical Engineering
Piscataway, NJ
Christopher M. Burger
BS • Chemical Engineering
Toms River, NJ
Teresa L. Burney
BS • Industrial Engineering
Newark, NJ
Engineering Graduates • 93
94 • Engineering Graduates
Ronald J. Carpenter
BS • Civil Engineering Technology
Jamesburg, NJ
Gregory A. Casabana
BS • Civil Engineering Tehnology
Freehold, NJ
Victor R. Celi
BS • Electrical Engineering
Newark, NJ
John T. Chang
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Edison, NJ
Kwok Shing Cheng
BS • Electrical Engineering
Edison, NJ
Alfonse A. Chieffo
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Middletown, NJ
Helio J. Clemente
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Elizabeth, NJ
Brian A.Coakley
BS • Civil Engineering Technology
Elizabeth, NJ
Janet J. Coke
BS • Industrial Engineering
Paterson, NJ
Kristine M. Connors
BS • Civil Engineering
Newark, NJ
Dennis Correll
BS • Civil Engineering Technology
Beachwood, NJ
Coralia Cruz
BS • Chemical Engineering
North Bergen, NJ
CONGRATULATIONS OHMS
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Leonel F. Cruz
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Newark, NJ
Zarna K. Dalal
BS • Computer Engineering
Jersey City, NJ
Joseph D'Angelo
BS • Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Lyndhurst, NJ
96 • Engineering Graduates
Darren DiLorenzo
BS • Industrial Engineering
North Arlington, NJ
Michael A. Diomidous
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Bergenfield, NJ
Robert DiPalma
BS • Indstrial Engineering
Kearny, NJ
Vincent J. DeRossi
BS • Electrical Engineering
Brooklyn, NY
Samir J. Desai
BS • Computer Engineering
Franklin Park, NJ
Mario A. Diez
BS • Computer Engineering
Edison, NJ
Eric 0. Agyen Darko
BS • Computer Engineering
Newark, NJ
Leila B. DeCarvalho
BS • Civil Engineering
Clifton, NJ
Isabel DeOliveira
BS • Engineering Science
Kearny, NJ
Samuel Dotro
BS • Electrical Engineering
Belleville, NJ
Errol 0. Drummond
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Elmont, NY
Sean Duffy
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Parlin, NJ
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Dielanda J. Dumay
BS • Industrial Engineering
Irvington, NJ
George V. Dumitrascu
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Wyckoff, NJ
Kannan Durairaj
MS • Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Kearny, NJ
Kamalaharan Dushyanthan
BS • Electrical Engineering
Bloomfield, NJ
Martin T. Dyke
MS • Environmental Science
Summit, NJ
Carolyn A. Edzek
BS • Civil Engineering
Lakewood, NJ
Tippabust Eksangsri
MS • Chemical Engineering
Bayside, NY
Diane V. Elliot
MS • Environmental Science
Bethlehem, PA
Ayannah T. Evans
BS • Chemical Engineering
Flanders, NJ
David E. Evans
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Princeton, NJ
Scott W. Fay
BS • Electrical Engineering
Mayw000d, NJ
Hughes M. Fequire
BS • Industrial Engineering
Orange, NJ
98 • Engineering Graduates
Scott F. Frega
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Branchburg, NJ
Takayoshi Fukaya
BS • Electrical Engineering
Kanagawa, Japan
William R. Gable
BS • Civil Engineering
Parsippanny, NJ
Tomika M. Fogg
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Asbury Park, NJ
Arthur B. Fontanilla
BS • Engineering Science
Nutley, NJ
Juan C. Franco
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Wayne E. Fieldhouse
BS • Chemical Engineering
Hawthorne, NJ
Henry A. Filipek
BS • Civil Engineering Technology
Bricktown, NJ
Miguel Florez
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Rein.aldo V. Gaskin
BS • Computer Engineering
Newark, NJ
Kevin T. Gates
BS • Civil Engineering
Ringwood, NJ
Elizabeth R. George
MS • Environmental Science
Maplewood, NJ
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Alfred A. Hartl
BS • Computer Engineering Technology
Fords, NJ
Kevin J. Heinrichs
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Bayville, NJ
David J. Hierl
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Branchburg, NJ
Heather A. Hall
MS • Environmental Science
Metuchen, NJ
Edward F. Harmon
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Little Silver, NJ
William A. Hart
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Freehold, NJ
Adarsh Gupta
BS • Chemical Engineering
Moorestown, NJ
Rahul Gupta
BS • Computer Engineering
Parlin, NJ
Rohit Gupta
BS • Computer Engineering
Parlin, NJ
Roger D. Hipolito
BS • Civil Engineering
Colonia, NJ
Dona A. Ibrahim
BS • Chemical Engineering
West Keansburg, NJ
Murtaza Jabir
BS • Computer Engineering
Newark, NJ
100 • Engineering Graduates
Tae Hoon Kim
MS • Civil Engineering
Ridgewood, NJ
Brian A. King
BS • Chemical Engineering
Mount Holly, NJ
Frederick F. Kish
BS • Civil Engineering
Port Monmouth, NJ
Jebadiah Jorden
BS • Chemical Engineering
Clark, NJ
Jennifer A. Joseph
BS • Computer Engineering Technology
Orange, NJ
Chiatanya H. Kathiari
MS • Electrical Engineering
Franklin Park, NJ
Michael J. Jacobson
BS • Industrial Engineering
Secaucus, NJ
John Janowski
BS • Engineering Technology
Iselin, NJ
Freemon Johnson III
BS • Electrical Engineering
Ewing Township, NJ
John F. Krasnansky
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Manville, NJ
Walter M. Ksiazak
BS • Construction Engineering Technology
Sayreville, NJ
Venkatesh Kurapati
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Newark, NJ
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Frank J. Leonardis
BS • Electrical EngineeringTechnology
South Plainfield, NJ
Elio Lepore
BS • Computer Engineering
Nutley, NJ
Pusit Lertwattanaruk
MS • Civil Engineering
Bangkok, Thailand
Hyung J. Lee
Ph. D. • Electrical Engineering
Fort Lee, NJ
Jeannie Y. Lee
BS • Chemical Engineering
Harrison, NJ
Ki Ho Lee
BS • Electrical Engineering
Hightstown, NJ
Douglas J. Kurys
BS • Electrical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Tom Q. La
BS • Chemical Engineering
Denville, NJ
Mark Landau
BS • Mechanical Enineering
North Bergen, NJ
Ceon E. London
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Orange, NJ
Helman Lukito
BS • Chemical Engineering
Indonesia
Kenneth E. Lynch
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Bound Brook, NJ
102 • Engineering Graduates
Dermot McLeer
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Cranford, NJ
Erika McPhee
BS • Civil Engineering
Emerson, NJ
Luis M. Medina
BS • Electrical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Mark T. McClung
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Bridgewater, NJ
Sean P. McDonald
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Randolph, NJ
Thomas S. McDonough
BS • Industrial Engineering
Carteret, NJ
Douglas T. Main Jr.
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Basking Ridge, NJ
Antonio Marques
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Newark, NJ
Jacalyn P. McCarthy
BS • Chemical Engineering
Plainsboro, NJ
James P. Mentone
MS • Material Science
Lincoln Park, NJ
Nishith V. Merchant
BS • Chemical Engineering
North Bergen, NJ
Marcel Metellus
BS • Industrial Engineering
Newark, NJ
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Daniel Narbone
MS • Electrical Engineering
Elmwood, NJ
Mohammed S. Natour
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Perth Amboy, NJ
Vinh D. Ngo
BS • Computer Engineering
Secaucus, NJ
Michael Mongiovi
BS • Chemical Engineering
South Plainfield, NJ
David W. Murawski
BS • Civil Engineering
Piscataway, NJ
Timothy Murnane
BS • Electrical Engineering
Rockaway, NJ
Michael Meyer
BS • Electrical Engineering
Germany
George W. Mingo
BS • Civil Engineering Technology
East Orange, NJ
Rehan Moid
BS • Computer Engineering
Parlin, NJ
Theanachor U. Njoku
MS • Civil Engineering
Bronx, NY
Sam N. Nyabiosi
BS • Electrical Engineering
Jersey City, NJ
Kevin P. O'Brien
BS • Civil Engineering
Teaneck, NJ
104 • Engineering Graduates
Jung H. Park
BS • Electrical Engineering
Ocean, NJ
Sean Parker
BS • Engineering Science
Vaux Hill, NJ
Adnan M. Pasha
MS • Transportation Engineering
Karachi, Pakistan
Aubrey A. Omani
BS • Manufacturing Engineering
South Orange, NJ
Jason K. Otani
BS • Mechanical Engineering
South Plainfield, NJ
Edward Panuska III
BS • Civil Engineering Technology
Brick, NJ
Laverne R. Ogiesta
BS • Manufacturing Engineering
Staten Island, NY
Minjung Oh
BS • Chemical Engineering
Rutherford, NJ
Steven R. Okladek
BS • Electrical Engineering
Montclair, NJ
Amar J. Patel
MS • Civil Engineering
Clifton, NJ
Bela B. Patel
BS • Computer Engineering
Newark, NJ
Dhaval R. Patel
BS • Computer Engineering
Carteret, NJ
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Deborah L. Pinder
BS • Manufacturing Engineering
Newark, NJ
Rajesh H. Pipalia
BS • Electrical Engineering
Bloomfield, NJ
Anthony R. Pompeo
BS • Civil Engineering Technology
Lakewood, NJ
Rahul N. Patel
BS • Electrical Engineering
Kearny, NJ
Samirbhai R. Patel
MS • Biomedical Engineering
Parsippany, NJ
Farid A. Pathan
BS • Electrical Engineering
Paterson, NJ
Dhiren V. Patel
BS • Chemical Engineering
Jersey City, NJ
Hema V. Patel
BS • Electrical Engineering
Edison, NJ
Nitiksha M. Patel
BS • Chemical Engineering
Passaic, NJ
Clara M. Ponton
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Dunellen, NJ
Enrique M. Porras
BS • Civil Engineering
Rahway, NJ
Mohammad A. Pouladin
MS • Electrical Engineering
Belleville, NJ
106 • Engineering Graduates
Albert W. Rech III
BS • Electrical Engineering
Union, NJ
David J. Reilly
BS • Civil Engineering Technology
Parlin, NJ
Daniel J. Retz
BS - Mechanical Engineering
Sussex, NJ
Kanar W. Rabah
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Paterson, NJ
Roger A. Rached
BS • Electrical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Suriya N. Ramachandra
MS • Manufacturing Engineering
Secaucus, NJ
Michael A. Prendergast
BS • Electrical Engineering
Teaneck, NJ
Roberto Prieto
BS • Industrial Engineering
Newark, NJ
Esther P. Pulipati
BS - Computer Engineering
Roselle Park, NJ
Deborah A. Reyes
BS • Mechanicla Engineering
Leonardo, NJ
Magin Reyes
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Union City, NJ
Aldale R. Robinson
BS • Electrical Engineering
Bloomfield, NJ
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Fabio A. Rodriguez
BS • Engineering Science
Kenilworth, NJ
Michael B. Rogalski
BS • Civil Engineering
Bryam Township, NJ
Miguel A. Rosario
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Newark, NJ
Constantinos C. Rousos
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
Bloomfield, NJ
James W. Roy
BS MS • Chemical Engineering
Avenel, NJ
Allen F. Rutherford
BS • Civil Engineering Technology
Marlton, NJ
Ibrahim T. Salameh
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Passaic Park, NJ
Hazel M. Sanchez
BS • Computer Engineering
Edison, NJ
Francisco J. Santiago
BS • Electrical Engineering
Perth Amboy, NJ
Rami I. Sawagad
BS • Electrical Engineering
Jersey City, NJ
Jon D. Schlesinger
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Jackson, NJ
Ehab M. Sefen
BS • Chemical Engineering
Bayonne, NJ
108 • Engineering Graduates
John J. Serino
BS • Mechanical Engineering Technology
Lake Hiawatha, NJ
Jason A. Shea
BS • Civil Engineering
Highlands, NJ
Magdi M. Shehata
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Elizabeth, NJ
Chris Sheng
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Pinebrook, NJ
Ioannis N. Shiambelos
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
West Orange, NJ
Nizar F. Shilbayeh
BS • Manufacturing Engineering
Paterson, NJ
Victor A. Silveira
BS • Mechanical Engineering Technology
Tranquility, NJ
Khaled D. Simreen
BS • Computer Engineering
Bloomfield, NJ
Mark A. Smith
BS • Electrical Engineering Technology
South River, NJ
Egrimington M. Soares
BS • Industrial Engineering
Irvington, NJ
Philip Song
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Robert H. Stoever
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Atlantic Highlands, NJ
Engineering Graduate
Bonnie J. Tai
BS • Electrical Engineering
Robbinsville, NJ
Ted L. Taitt
BS • Mechanical Engineering
South Plainsfield, NJ
Ramin Tak
BS • Electrical Engineering
Kearny, NJ
Ekanayake A. Sumith
BS • Electrical Engineering
Irvington, NJ
Satheesh K. Swaminathan
MS • Biomedical Engineering
Kearny, NJ
Douglas J. Syme
BS • Industrial Engineering
Saddle Brook, NJ
Charles H. Strobel
BS • Electrical Engineering
Ridgefield, NJ
Eric M. Stroud
BS • Chemical Engineering
Bayonne, NJ
Adeeb A. Suliman
BS • Computer Engineering
Verona, NJ
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Ronny T. Tam
BS • Manufacturing Engineering
Pennsauken, NJ
Stephen M. Termyna
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Clifton, NJ
George Thomas
BS • Chemical Engineering
New Milford, NJ
Luz M. Vega
BS • Civil Engineering
Newark, NJ
Frank Viehofer
BS • Electrical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Crisald E. Virtucio
BS • Computer Engineering
Clark, NJ
Archana Vachher
BS • Civil Engineering
East Brunswick, NJ
Wilbert E. Valenzuela
BS • Computer Engineering
Paterson, NJ
Gustavo E. Vargas
BS • Electrical Engineering
Elizabeth, NJ
Elizabeth M. Ticas
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Elizabeth, NJ
Rani V. Tomaira
BS • Electrical Engineering
Newark, NJ
Soniya R. Trivedi
BS • Computer Engineering
Union, NJ
Renal Vital
BS • Mechanical Engineering
East Orange, NJ
Robert G. Walton
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Hampton, NJ
Derrick J. Watkins
BS • Industrial Engineering
Paterson, NJ
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Been-Jyh Yu
BS • Civil Engineering
Taiwan, R.O.0
Atif A. Zaidi
BS • Electrical Engineering
Kearny, NJ
Michael P. Zdenek
BS • Mechanical Engineering
Trenton, NJ
Wenging Yang
BS • Transportation
West Orange, NJ
Song W. Yoo
MS • Electrical Engineering
Flanders, NJ
Adolphe H. Youssef
BS • Mechanical Engineering
East Brunswick, NJ
Gary R. Wheaton Jr
BS • Chemical Engineering
Bridgeton, NJ
Maureen Woods
BS • Civil Engineering
Kearny, NJ
Kenneth L. Wright
BS • Civil Engineering
Montclair, NJ

The
Students are
NJIT'S greatest asset.
They contribute to
the university's
standard of
excellence.
(--wimags GA 'anyiny
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Organizations
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tudent Senate
Elected annual) , the Student Senate acts as the governing body which provides stu-
dent representati n in areas of academic affairs, student activities, a• well as an arena
for students concierns and issues, The main objective is to bridge the dap between the
faculty, and administration and the student body to improve college I fe, while address-
1
. ing the need of all students,
Jenny Lin, Nevea Van Wright,
Murtaza Jabir, Heiman Luk to, Yassir
Samir, Lynn Witkowski, M•rk Dixon,
Sean Duffy, Mariana Ferrel a, Nicole
Borota, Joseph Signoreli, arc Fox,
Byron Saunders, nthony
Abbonizio, Swati Sharma, Yolaisey
Gonzalez, Darren Kelly, ermaine
Lindsay, Brock Danner, Nimesh
Shah, Marcella Bodne,, Amita
Patani, Zarna Dalai, Mellul Shah,
Richa Kumar, Christopher; Budney,
Naresh Patel, John P. O'Connell Jr.,
Vandana Kumar, Sean Lebn, Irene
Muldowney, Sonia Patel l, Omar
Tinaiero, Kristi Muldoon.
- Photo by Geo Morales
- Photo by DaVor
Accepting the
Challenge
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
Unity
„
- Photo by Staff
Leadership
Diversity
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Graduate Student Association
,The Graduate Student Association (GSA), purpose is to provide structure through
which graduate students work together to improve the quality o graduate student
life, GSA represents the interests of the graduate students. It a so promotes and
encourages professional, social, and cultural developments an academic excel-
lence. This is done by helping graduate student clubs getting s arced, sponsoring
pub nites, ski trips, coffee hours, technical writing courses, and SA day for students
to become familiar with this association.
-Photo by Staff
-Photo by Staff
David Zalewski Preside t, Purnendu
Sinha Secretary, Ana th Ganesh
Treasurer, Elaine K. Bre ner Env. Sci-
ence/Policy Rep., Tsey•ng Eng CIS
Rep., Samir Gami Mnf. Engineering
Rep., Edward Hudak 'Jr. Applied
Math. Rep., Viveck Dwi endi Mech.
Engineering Rep., Mario Boile Trans-
portation Rep., Dougla. Newandee
Biomedical Eng, Rep., B ian Intindola
Civil and Env. Eng. Re•., Khadijah
Odeh-Piper SIM Rep..
professional
growth
- Photo by Staff
-Photo by Staff
social and cultural
developments
- Photo by Staff
going
ahead
- Photo by Staff
academic
excellence
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The Student Activitibs Council, best known as SAC, host most of t e extracurricular
activities on and off the NJIT campus. From weekly movies, trips to Lake Placid,
Spring Break, Hypnotists, Comedians, Bands, Pub Nites, Halloween Madness and
Newly Coupled Games, SAC keep the calendar ful l of events totstudents to en-
joy. Since it's creation in 1966, SAC has played a part in every stu ent l ife at NJIT.
- Photo by Staff
i
Jorge Gonzalez, Marlette DeBarrios, Michelle Walsh, Jason Delisky, Vram Jingirian,
Jacob Chacko, St4phanie Andino, Byron Gamez, Ali Hassankani, Mo Hassankani,
Dave Zalewski, Isabel DeOliveira, Ilya Shinkaryov, Joseph Signoreli, Melvin Perez,
Geovani Morales, Thomas Sherrod, Omar Garcia, Jason Travis, Yassir Samra,
Mar 
1 
ann Fam, Sherry Sargious, Humberto Baquerizp.
Student Activities
Council
Trips
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- Photo by Staff
Entertainment
- Photo by Staff
Fun
Jump into
the
SACN1Pnia
- Photo by Staff
The Vector
1NJIT Newspaper The Vector, "With Magnitude and Direction... Since 924," continued
their weekly tradit on of bringing NJIT students, faculty, staff and administration the late
1news and hot iss lues effecting the community. Between the sheets o the Vector was
Tech Style: Musi Review, Tech Movie, Tech News and Caricatures such as Mutaneers
and the Phantom, Editorials, Letters to the Editor, Minutes of Insight, C!Campus Opinion,
and Highli:inder Sport and many others sections keep students informed.
Craig Garretsd
i
n, J. Marshall Knowsley, Joseph Striedl, Kenneth Edward Lynch,
Frederick B. AjIsafe, James C. Alejandro, Frizell R. Culley, Mike Del orsano, Ann
Farrow, Christire Lemongello, Paul Lin, Edward T. Miller, Frank Montagna, Anthony
Pantano, Caridad M. Rodriguez, Orville Ricardo Stanford, Andrew V4ntura, Yaro Z.
Zajac, Mark J. Zidiak
- Pbbto by Staff
Headlines
Controversy
- Photo by Staff
Opinions
Facts
Photo by Staff The Vector • 121
- Photo py Staff
WJTB
WJTB has a Tide range of programing to fit a variety of taste an• styles, The
school's radio station does not just broadcast over the air waves, but provides
live music at any club events. Despite the set backs WJTB was v:ry visible overji
the past y ar, setting up in the Hazell Center, the Green, or any here they
could get an audience. WJTB, a student run organization, broas casts to the
Hazell Center, the Cafeteria, and you could try to heard them I the dorms.
While particippting in many campus activities, WJTB keeps us awake and kicking
for another school day at NJIT.
Dakar Lawre' , Juan DiMatteo, Kevin Greene, Umberto Rodriquez, Winston Chin,
Kurt McKay, , erry Kettler, Russell Bacon, Bi l l Hart, Eric Urias, David alewski, Mike
Gatlin, Jennifer Waters, Jeff Cutcher, Craig Brown, Mario Labot
- PhOto by DaVor
Top of
the
Charts
Rock
- Photo!by Staff
- Photo by Staff
Alternative
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Hip - Hop
- Photo by Staff
- Photolby Staff
Alpha Phi Omega
To develop leadership, to promote friendship, and to provide service to hufnanity and to NJIT.
- Photo by Staff
Ala Alaeddin, Khaled Hwa deh, Ghassan Abed-Rabb, Ziyad Arnaout, Khaled S mreen Hisam Dada,
Abdah Ballan, Hashem Dia D, Kanar Rabah, Majdih Musa, Basilm Mana, Hossam Elhazly, Hatern Aead,
Yaser Saleh, Ibrahim Sala eh, Khali Habub, Bassam All, Hammad Mohammad, Samer Mohammad,
Mahmoud Musa, Radwan 'Thareah, Boris Salazar, Burhan Uddin.
Anthony Abbonizio, Naykalr Alwis, Humberto Baquerizo, Nicole Borota, Jason De isky, Leigh Fucetola,
L.AdarsH Gupta, Angela G pta, Punit Gupta, Katherine German, Min Kim, Ric a Kumar, Nechama
Koplowitwz, Monica Metha Lourdes Noriega, George Paschalis, Paul Pinho, Dani Rosner, Malik Simon,
Jennifer Stellenberg, Alicia Shuh, Bonnie Tai, Andrew Ventura, RT Villabon, Faye ong.
Arab
 ion
To 
Associat
represent the Arab community at NJIT and to represent the desires and i terest of its members.
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
IKhalid Abdullah , Sh ji Abraham, Peeyush Agrawal , Raul Argawal , Mufti A Ian Aleem,  Vandana
Amin, Manish Batt, jay Chopra, Samir Desai, Angela Gupta, Adarsh Gu•ta, Dahesh Khali, Vandana
Kumar, Lopa Metha, Paresh Naik, Asish Patel, Dhaval Patel, Manisha Patel, ajesh Patel, Ahmed Qasim,
Sonali Shah, Rupal padhyay, Manisha Vaghani.
Chin se Student Associption
To nromote a understanding of the Chinese culture among the 1V114 community.
Association of Indian Student
To promote an understanding of Indian culture amongst the Nil community.
- Photo by DaVor
Jeannie Lee, Wilso Tsai, Angela Gupta, Jennifer Stenllenberg, Grusep )e Arici, Philip Song, Mark
Landau, Ann Mondi aro, Alan Lee, Ying-Ling Quack Faye Wong, Radley Ros• do, Phi lip Leon, Truony Phi,
David Wong, Kuen ark, Min Kim, Burton Eng, Chris Cheng, Chad Cheng, E ric Styo.
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- Photo by DaVor
Rohit Crupta, Rahul tarwal, Mehul Shah, Rahul Gupta, Avi Rakhib, Peeysh Agrawal, Pratik Patel,
Nirmala Shick, Imran hmed, Syed Shakil, Bilal Zaidi, Adrian Faizi, Sandip Patel Bhulhan Patel, Aneu
Shona
Christian FellowsPip
To share in llowship the gospel of good news and to study the character Jesus Christ.
t
ICricket Club at NJIT
To introduce the g me among the MIT community and to play, and participate a ong its members.
1 
- Photo by DaVor
Acevedo Karla, Myrland Cabrera, Cisneros Luis, Richard Cole, Cecil Davis, Delo es Estevez, Ana
1),Guevarra, Thomas Jin, Karim Jokas, Rey Gaskin, John Biju, Nimish Patel, Yoel Piney, Ang-lo Silva, Bennett
Varghese, Robert Wils n, On-kee Woo, Grace Li, Kurt Romondt, Denise Harvey,
1
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Student Association
To represent the F ipino community at NJIT and to represent the desires and interest of its members.
- Photo by DaVor
Gigi Abanilla, Je• nie Alonzo, Tony Aganon, John Apilado, Ken Arabe, Ronald A , Frank Aznar, Eric
Bautista, Noel Bobs, Marisol Campillo, Neil Capan, Marisol Caraballo, Roxann Car osa, Jose Catalan,
Eddie Ching, Jea nie Cruz, Julieta Escuesta, Patrick Espiritu, Joel Feliciano, Ron n Flores, Alan Lee,
Robert Miller, Vict r Mui, Tara Oliver, Tuan Pham, David Porto, Ian Salon, Louie Solis, ric Syto, Jose Velez,
Andrew Ventura, "eter Vincuna.
'tHispanic Organization of Students in chnology
To represent the Hispanic community at NJIT and to represent the desires and i erest of its members.
Yajaira Ortiz, Ra ley Osorio, Edward Ovalles, Hugo R. Ovalles, Jose Padilla, Ma uel A.  i3gs ;b3c.cigr
Piedrahita, Cesar uispe, Albert E. Ramirez, Rodrigo Ramirez, Diana E. Reyes, Tulia I. ios, Derys Rodriguez,
Erik X. Rodriguez, uan R. Rodriguez, Ramon R. Rodriguez, Rafael N. Rojas, Maria R gel, Johanna Russa,
Carlos Saenz, Bori K. Salazar, John Santacruz, Sandra Santos, Craig K. Senior, Luis Sidrra, Patryce Stevens,
Eric Syto, Elizabet Ticas, Samuel Torres, Carlos A. Vasquez.
Inter-Frremity Sorority
To organize policies and p ocedures between t he social fraternies/sororities and The university ana
Newark community.
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by DaVor
Inlie Society of BladEs
.,k,To promote a enhan ed the understanding of inline skating among the NJ community.
Alpha Phi Delta, Alpha Sigm Phi, Alpha Sigma Tau, Delta Phi Epsilon, Iota Kappa P i, Kappa Psi Epsilon,
Kappa Psi Kappa, Lambada igma Upsilon, Lambda Theta Phi, Mu Sigma Upsilon, Pi Kappa Phi, Sigma Pi,
Sigma Psi Kappa, Tau Delta hi, Tau Epsilon Phi, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Tau Lambda hi, Theta Chi.
Siddhartha Balasubramania , Beth Ann Batik, Camerota Laura, Mark Dixon, An a Kasco, Jenny Lin,
Jeannie Lee, Christine Marti ek, Anton Musto, Lavrent Pierre-Philippe, Armando A. illation, Rolan Yang,
Thomas Zacios,
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MicroComputer User 1, roup
1Po serve the NJIT community as a computer support grOup.
- Photo by DaVor
Isla ic Organization of NIT
To promote an understanding of the Islamic culture among the NJIT community.
- Photo by DaVor
Names withheld upon
Mario Labot, James Wckster, Allen Gerner, Donald Russell, Dwight Powel, Joh Kowaski, Thomas Spencer,
I
Thomas Carmichael, hristopher Cavender, George Schmanch, Manual Pere , Warren Penan, Ed Nunez,
Paul Miranda, Thoma C. Lin, Timothy J. Echeandia, Richard Gulley, William U. Finch, Damonte S. Best.
il.)Wilver Amarante, Jea 1 V. Brun, Allen Farrow, Myron B. Hrawczuh, Pin Lo, Ge rge Schmanch.
- Photo by Staff
Polish Student Associ4tion
To romote the Polish culture among the NUT community.
Order Of Omega
To recognize and pro ote scholarship and service among the social fraternities and sororities.
- Photo by DaVor
Mark T. Andeacci, Rick Bro n, Anthony Castillo, Isabel DeOliveira, Fr. John Denne y, Sean G. Duffy, R.J.
Hartman, Kevin J. Heinrichs, Edward S. Hudak, Jr„ Elliot S. Hudak, Joseph Andrew Kciuck, Richa Kumar,
Michael S. Moglia, Jacalyn cCarthy, Geovani Morales, Angel A. Perez Jr..
Jacek A. Skibnieasha, Dariu Ruszala, Lukasz Opyrchal, Wojciech Taraszkiewicz, Jo nna Klekawke, Jacek
Bokota, Ewa Sweiersra, Lest r Perlak, Sebastian Bylinshu, Lidia, Ambrosakiewicz, J roslaiw Mysliwaec.
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Pakistan Student Association
To jromote the Pakistani culture among the NJIT community.
- Photo by DaVor
illAhsan Sheiick, Faisal Memon, Adnan Faizi, Shoaib Chaudhary, Vaishali Gajjar, mar Riaz, Raheel Nazarazi,
Bilal Zaidi, Atif Zaidi, W qas Sheiick, Ali Jafferey, Tariq Mahmood, Adarsh Gupt , Majid Rafil, Ahsan Ahmed,
Imran Ahmed, Rehan old, Rohit Gupta, Dipak Taylor, Kadri Monahued, Sye Rizvi, Muffadal Lotia, Amer
Raza, Neelma Hafeez, Yashwant Chauhary, Syed Alam, Mazhar Saleem, Asm t Sheick, Dinesh Kalia, Syed
Asif.
Society of Hispanic Professionir Engineers
To offer opportunities to Hispanics in their fileld of study, while gaining theore ical and practical experience.
- Photo by Staff
Mildred Alvarez, Priscild Alvarez, Orlando Arteaga, Santiago Augeraud, Anny Elieato, Rodney Berger Monica
Castillo, Rodrigo Cast lo, Michael Cintron, Roxan Cardoza, Pablo 0. Delga o, Victor Dios, Antonio Dias,
Edwin Diaz, Jose Diaz Eduardo Fernandez, Joanne Fernandez, Mariana Fe reira, Fernando Florel, Javier
Flores, Debbie Gadib n, Ignacio Garcia, Richard Gaviria, Janet Garcia, Ju n Garzon, Wilfrido Gomez.
Society Of Collegiate Joui,i nalists
To recognize and h nor individual achievement in collegiate student pubications at NJIT.
- Photo by Staff
Vietnamese Student AssocHiation
To pri mote the Vietnamese culture among the NJIT community.
- Photo by DaVor
James C. Alejandro, Humb rto X. Baquerizo, Isabel DeOliveira, Craig Garretson, J. Marshall Knowsley,
Christine Lemongello, Kenn th E. Lynch, Edward T. Miller, Frank Montagna, Carid d Rodriguez, Joseph
Striedl
1)Nguyen An, Van Bao, Nguy n Boo, Ngo Chan, Tran Chan, Hoang Chan, Hoang Cu, guyen Cuong, Luong
Cuong, Tran Dien, Nguyen ong, Lai Duc, Bui Gao, Ho Thep, Tran Hoa, Nguyen Ho i, Lieu Hung, Nguyen
Hung, Vu Ky, Ngo Lam, Ng yen Loc, Truong Phi, Tang Phuong, Ho Son, La Tam, L Thach, Nho Think, Do
Tric, Le Tric, Truong Truc, D o Trung, La Truong, Le Tuan Phaam Tuan, Nguyen Tun , Ngo Vink, Tran Vu
- Photo by Staff
American Socie of Mechanical Engineers
Association o Computing Machinery
Bhagav d-gita Association
Bisexual, Gay, E Lesbians and Defenders
Black As I ciation of Students
Ca pus Advance
Carribean tudent Organization
hi Epsilon
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
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Actuarial Society of N. J. Tech
Amateur Radio Club
American Institute of Architect Student
American Institute of Chemical
America Nuilear Society
American Product & Inventory Control
American Society of Civil Engineers
Comicfook Club
Cycling lub of NJIT
Distribution Education Club of America
Greek Litter Council
The Guita4 Club of NJIT
Haiti Stuckint Association
Ice Hockey Club
Institute of Industrial Engineers
- Photo by Staff
Minive sity
Minutema Party
National Society of lack Engineers
NJIT A ine
Orbit
PUGW4SH
Role Playing Society
Senior Class Committee
- Photo by Staff
Institute of I dustrial Engineers
Inter Society o Pharmacy Engineer
International tudent Association
Knig is Moves
Korean Stu ent Association
Martial A s Club of NJIT
M th Club
- Photo by Staff134 • Student Organizatio
- Photo by Staff
Society of Adv nce Management
Society Auto otive Engineer
Society of S udent of Civil
Society of men Engineer
Tau eta Pi
United S• h Students
Unix User rout, of NIIT
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
University
Awareness
Leadership
Culture
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
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No matter
the letter..
..we are all Greek together.
Forming lasting friendships
through brotherhood and
sisterhood enhances the
college experience. From
the elation of receiving
your bid, through the hectic
pledge days and joyous
initiation, there is nothing
like being Greek. A
brother is always there to
listen, a sister will forever
be your friend. Even
though life is Always
Changing , being Greek is
everlasting.
- Photo by DaVor
f
rn)czys CIanyiny
in
Greek Life
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- Photo by Elizabeth Larys
Alpha Sigma Tau
strives to promote schol-
arship, philanthropy and
tradition while also pro-
viding its members with a
break from the rigors of
tough curriculum. Nu-
merous activities are
planned each semester to
stregthen the sisterhood.
However, this does not
restrict sisters from taking
active interest in campus
life. The sisters of Alpha
Sigma Tau can be found
on the student government,
athletic teams, numerous
professional soceities and
recreational clubs. Alpha
Sigma Tau prides itself on
its diversity and looks for-
ward to the ideas that new
sisters will bring with
them. This year, the Beta
Upsilon chapter will be
celebrating the national
95th anniversary of
founders day.
140 • Alpha Sigma Tau
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
- Photo by Geovani Morales
Alpha
The Alpha Rho
chapter of Alpha Sigma
Phi has a lenghty but un-
usual history at NET that
began in 1907 and came to
a rest with a recharter in
1982. The brothers have a
house on Warren Street
and have been renovating
to make it a place that
brothers will always want
to come back to visit. Al-
pha Sigma Phi has co-
sponsored the 24 hour See-
Saw Marathon with the
women of Alpha Sigma
Tau for over ten years. The
brothers of Alpha Sigma
Phi strongly believe in
anti-hazing pledging and
high academic standards
for all brothers.
- Photo by Humby Baquerizo - Photo by DaVor Alpha Sigma Phi • 141
e11 E1
The Beta Xi chap-
ter of the Alpha Phi Delta
Fraternity was founded at
Newark College of Engi-
neering on March 29,
1952. The national chap-
ter was founded at Syra-
cuse University, in upstate
New York on November
5, 1914. Some of the spe-
cial events on the APD
calender include their Na-
tional Convention, annual
NJIT Alumni Phone-A-
Thon, Christmas Dance
and Spring Dance, The
Brothers of Alpha Phi
Delta stand by their be-
liefs of brotherhood, love
and justice.
142 • Alpha Phi Delta
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
- Photo by Humby Baquerizo
3C, 3L-t#ma,
Founded in 1992,
the Beta Eta chapter of the
Delta Phi Epsilon Sorority
follows the ideas and be-
liefs of our founding sis-
ters of the Sigma Delta
Epsilon. The sisters dem-
onstrate leadership and can
be found in many organi-
zations, clubs and sports
teams on campus The so-
rority has participated in
community services such
as Newark Clean Up Pro-
gram, painting a Day Care
Center, visiting the
children's ward at St.
Micheal's and fundraising
for Cystic Fibrosis, ANAD
and Babyland. Since
founding the chapter, the
sisters believe in our motto
-Esse Quam Videri, "To
be rather than seem to e".
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by Geovani Morales
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- Photo by I lumby Baquerizo
nE"1.3. -ta
Theta Chi was
founded on April 10, 1856
at Norwich University and
has the distinction of be-
ing one of the largest fra-
ternities in the United
States with chapters from
coast to coast. The Epsi-
lon Psi chapter joined the
national organization on
December 8, 1963. Theta
Chi currently resides in a
renovated Newark
firehouse. This fraternity
is civic minded having
close relations with the
James Street Association
and the Newman Center.
The brothers are commit-
ted to their motto of lend-
ing a helping hand.
- Photo by Isabel DcOlivcira
144 • Theta Chi - Photo by Humby Baquerizo
Zot~,
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The local frater-
nity of Iota Kappa Phi
was founded in 1961.
The brothers are known
for their popular sand
wallyball court and
Tuesday night events.
The brothers enjoy
spending their free time
on the Green with their
dog Cody and ending
the year with a canoe
trip with Kappa Xi
Kappa. The brothers
also give back to the
community by sponsor-
ing a canned food drive
among other charitable
deeds. Iota Kaps base
their ideals on loyalty
and brotherhood.
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by Davor
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
Xi
N., The local fraternity
of Kappa Xi Kappa took
shape in December of
1964. The fraternity has
experienced several geo-
graphical moves before
moving into their Sussex
Ave home, which cel-
ebrated its burn the mort-
gage party just last year.
Kappa Xi hosts many so-
cial events such as a beach
party, rules party, and a
hayri de. The brother are
also involved with their
alumni, and hold annual
athletic events with them.
The fraternity is active on
block clean up days and
volunteering at a local hos-
pital pediatric ward dur-
ing the holidays. Kappa
Xi Kappa still stands for
the same ideals the frater-
nity was built on.
146• Kappa Xi Kappa - Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
Mtarisismi-
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by Davor
Pi Kappa Phi na-
tional fraternity was
founded in Charleston,
South Carolina on Decem-
ber 10, 1904. The Beta
Alpha chapter was char-
tered on this campus on
May 29, 1948. Many Pi
Kap brothers can be found
on campus from the
gameroom playing domi-
noes, to the weight room
working out or in the radio
studio mixing music.
Semesterly Pi Kappa Phi
sponsors a PUSH-A-Thon
which has funded People
Understanding the Se-
verely Handicapped since
1977. The national frater-
nity is the only organiza-
tion to donate over one
million dollars to a single
charity.
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira Pi Kappa Phi • 147- Photo by Geovani Morales
Simnrson.m,
1:°1
Sigma Pi's na-
tional fraternity has
been established since
November 26, 1897.
The Alpha Mu chapter
was founded at NJIT
in 1927. Sig Pi's are
actively involved in
many clubs and intra-
mural sports. The
brothers have also
given many hours to
philanthropic projects
such as the MS Walk-
A-Thon and Habitat
for Humanity, which
builds homes for those
individuals and fami-
lies who have no where
to live. The university
can always count on
Sigma Pi for their sup-
port to help the com-
munity.
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
148 • Sigma Pi - Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
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Sappy
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- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
- Photo by DaVor
Sigma Psi Kappa is
a local sorority that was
founded in 1992. Despite
the small amount of sis-
ters, Sigma Psi Kappa has
sponsored many NJIT
Blood Drives and partici-
pated in Greek Week . The
sisters have also volun-
teered with Helping Hands
Group of Essex County.
In addition, the sisters of
Sigma Psi Kappa are ac-
tive at NJIT in areas such
as Student Senate, Resi-
dent Assistants in the
dorms, varsity tennis and
cultural organizations.
Sigma Psi Kappa advo-
cates their involvement by
firmly believing in leader-
ship, friendship and sis-
terhood.
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
Tau
delta
Tau Delta Phi
fraternity was founded
as three simultaneous
chapters in New York.
It expanded to Newark
College of Engineer-
ing in 1949 and moved
into its present home
in 1962. The brothers
participate in many
IFSC sports such as
football, basketball
and volleyball. The
brothers have also par-
ticipated in the New-
ark Beautification Pro-
gram. Tau Delt has
been involved in
planted seedlings
along MLKing Blvd.
Their social calender
includes the annual
Pyramid Ball and Ha-
waiian Luau Party, Tau
Delt brothers believe
in their motto - eternal
brotherhood.
- Photo by DaVor
150 • Tau Delta Phi
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
M3psiLlcozz.
Photo by DaVor
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
Tau Epsilon Phi
was founded by ten
Columbia Unversity
students on October
10, 1910. The Tau Psi
chapter was founded
on September 25,1947
after being a local fra-
ternity, Phi Delta Mu.
TEP is active in vari-
ous departments on
campus and in IFSC
sports. They are al-
ways involved in com-
munity service
projects. In addition
to block clean ups, the
brothers participate in
the AIDS Walk-A-
Thon and Adopt-A-
Highway on Route 21.
The beliefs that all the
brothers share are
founded on the mean-
ing of this fraternity's
brotherhood.
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
- Photo by DaVor Tau Epsilon Phi • 151
Tau
ZiKaamisa,
epsilon
On January 10,
1899, a group of men from
Illinois Wesleyan Univer-
sity met to form a society
whose purpose was "to aid
college men in mental,
moral and social develop-
ment". The Kappa Eta
chapter has deep friend-
ship, among a group of
Men, who have
als, hopes and rposes.
Nationally, TKE has over
322 chapters and over
182,000 initiates. The
mascot of the NJIT chap-
ter is ZEE tire TEE.
Tau Kappa Epsilon holds
individual character devel-
opment as a paramount
objective. TEKEs can be
found in every major from
architecture to chemical
engineering. The brothers
involvement in many NJIT
clubs and in service to the
community strenghtens
their brotherhood.
- Photo by DaVor
152 • Tau Kappa Epsilon
- Photo by Geovani Morales
Thz
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- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
Founded in 1963,
Tau Lambda Chi is a local
fraternity that celebrated
its 30th anniversary within
the last year and is con-
cerned with only one item:
BROTHERHOOD!
TAX men can be found in
many NJIT's sporting
teams such as the soccer
and ski teams. Members
are also involved in intra-
mural and IFSC sports.
Tau Lambda Chi is known
for their social functions
such as the Deadline party,
Booze Luge and Play with
the Squid. In spite of their
small size, the brothers
encompass a vast range of
interests and activities.
The brothers pride them-
selves on their loyalty and
unity to one another and
the relaxed atmosphere
which exists within their
organization.
Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
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And the winner is
 the successful third;. -
nual Greek God contest,
Alpha Sigma Tau and Delta
Phi Epsilon sororities co-
sponsored the event where
members of fraternities
competed in casual evening
wear, swimsuit, talent and
the personal interview,
Some talents included
dancing, soccer foot drills
and poetry reading. Some
of the sorority sisters as-
sisted throughout the night
as escorts. Backstage, the
contestants were nervous
but when they came to the
stage, their composure sur-
faced. The participants
and audience had a fun time
and it raised money for
worthy charity. The money
raised from the contest was
donated to Babyland-Ba-
bies with AIDS.
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Greek Week al-
lows all greek organi-
zations to participate
in various games,
sports and activities in
a friendly, competitive
atmosphere. The week
began with a barbeque
and an appearance by
the newly crowned
greek god. The busy
week included crest
drawing, twister, a
blood drive, stretcher
race, chariot race,
spoon race, basketball,
water polo, eating con-
test, sack race, egg toss,
tricycle race, darts, 8-
ball tournament, bar-
rel toss, toilet paper
roll, hoola hoop, izzy
dizzy, talent show, arm
wrestling and all out
drag out tug of war.
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
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From
intramurals
to athletics
organizations
to NCAA
sports, NJIT
has become
known for its
competitive
teams.
7111ways Canying
' in
Athletics
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MEN'S SOCCER
by
Humberto Baquerizo &
Athletics Department
"Highlanders
posted it sixth
winning
seasons in
the past
seven years."
Under the first-year coach
Dan Kilday, the Highlanders
posted a 10-7-2 record,
making it six winning seasons
in the past seven years. They
captured their third
Independent Athletic Confer-
ence title in four years with an
undefeated conference season,
and finished in second place
in the Skyline Conference
with a 4-1 mark, falling only
to conference champions U.S.
Merchant Marine Academy.
Goaltender Jeff Shepard
recorded six shutouts and was
named to the All-Skyline first
team, along with midfielder
Alfredo Fumacas and de-
fender Scott Lau.
Also James Anderson, Rick
Ybarra, Alfredo Fumacas, Jeff
Shepard and Scott Lau
received ALL-IAC Honors for
their outstanding perfor-
mances.
The NJIT Scholar-Athletes
were: James Anderson,
Sylvego Bennett, Jeff
Brockmeyer, Brian Heinsohn,
Rafael Jimenez, Scott Lau,
Eric Lepore, Sean McClellan,
Decosta Williams, and Rick
Ybarra.
Five of the Highlanders'
seven losses came by only
one goal, and only once,
against nationally ranked
Howard. Overall, Highland-
ers outscored the opposition
by a 40-21 margin.
The good news, is that nearl]
the entire team returns next
season. Only five seniors
depart, and with eleven
freshmen having seen action
in 1994, a very promising
future lies ahead.
The team is awaiting next
season, for another winning
year and future success.
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Head Coach:
Dan Kilday
Assistants Coach:
Jeff Rees
Rudy Sapp
Athletes:
4 Enrique Porras
3 Scott Lau
3 Jeff Shepard
3 Rick Ybarra
2 James Anderson
2 Gereal Dorcely
2 Marco Duenas
2 Alfredo Fumacas
2 Atilio Leveratto
2 Sean McClellan
2 Luis Mello
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
1 Sylvego Bennett
1 Jeff Brockmeyer
1 George Castiello
1 Paulo Dantas
1 Mohammad-
Hassenkhani
1 Brian Heinsohn
1 Joseph Hunte
1 Rafael Jimenez
1 Mark Lange
1 Eric Leopore
1 Pedro Pinto
1Jim Talerico
1 Decosta Williams
Photo by DaVor
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WOMEN'S TENNIS
by
Humberto Baquerizo &
Athletics Deparment
"Young team
endures
despite loss
of coach."
NJIT's women's tennis team
enjoyed success despite off-
the-court problems. The final
record of (4-5) was deceptive.
The team won the Indepen-
dent Athletic Conference
championship, and was
always competitive despite
losing their coach two weeks
into the season.
Women's athletic coordinator
Brenda Zabriskie-DeNure
took over as a coach for the
team for the balance of the
season and is credited the
dedication of the players for
the success they had. Kristi
Muldoon took first-team
honors in the Women's
Intercollegiate Athletic Con-
ference, while othe standouts
included Derys Rodriguez and
Angela Gupta.
NJIT ended the season with
victories against Mount St.
Vincent, Bard, and Stevens
earnings the Highlanders IAC
championship.
Jeannie Lee and Angela
Gupta each won three
singles matches tying for the
team high. They were also
ALL-IAC. NJIT Scholars-
Athletes were Angela Gupta
Khin Gyi, and Jeannie Lee.
As the season concluded,
Ernestine Swart was named
coach of both women's and
men's tennis teams. The
coach is looking for good
things to come from this
group in 1995.
- Photo by Staff
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- Photo by Staff
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Coach:
Brenda
Zabriskie-DeNure
Athletes:
4 Jeannie Lee
3 Jenny Lin
2 Khin Gyi
2 Gina Martinez
2 Kristi Muldoon
2 Derys Rodriguez
1 Jisu Byan
1 Angela Gupta
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WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
by
Humberto Baquerizo &
Athletics Department
"Always
at the
edge,
pumping
their way
to the
front
line"
The Highlanders women's
volleyball team went with
youth in 1994, and as results
show both good and not-so
good things happen when you
make that choice. NJIT
finished with a 9-14 record,
placing second in the IAC and
third in the WIAC.
The team put together a four-
match winning streak during
the season, including wins
over Stevens Tech (3-2) and
Jersey City State (3-1).
With five underclassmen in
the starting lineup, a steadying
influence on the floor was
always a plus, seniors Karla
Alvarado, Clara Ponton, and
co-captain Bonnie Tai brought
needed experience to a young
squad.
Offensively, the spark was
provided by sophmore co-
captain Lenny Jimenez (133
kills, 33 service aces) and
freshman Carmen Pichardo
(98 kills, 33 aces).
NJIT Scholars-Athletes: Karla
Alvarado, Lenny Jimenez,
Clara Ponton, Bonnie Tai, and
Michelle Talocco.
With a solid nucleus return-
ing, Coach Bob Fardi expects
significant improvement in
1995.
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Coach:
Bob Fardi
Athletes:
4 Karla Alvarado
3 Bonnie Tai
2 Lenny Jimenez
2 Cindy Lopez
2 Clara Ponton
2 Michelle Talocco
1 Yvonne Choy
1 Carmen Pichardo
- Photo by DaVor
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
by
Humberto Baquerizo &
Athletics Department
"First team to
win five
consecutives
IAC Titles."
Pierce was voted Player
of the Year in both the
Skyline Conference and
the Independent Ath-
letic Conference. South
was named Pre-season
Player of the Year.
Both South and Pierce
were also named to the
ECAC All Metro Region
first team.
Highlanders will lose
their seniors due to
graduation. A solid
returning cast, led by
Pierce, center Chris
Kelly, and high-flying
forward Akida Ellerbee
will try to keep NJIT in
the national spotlight
next season.
Coach Jim Catalano's
team was ranked #1 in
the pre-season by The
Sporting News and
numerous publications
picked the Highlanders
as a national champion-
ship contender. With
such high expectations,
the highlanders met
nearly every challenge.
Their 28-2 record was
the best in NJIT history,
and their 22-games
winning streak sur-
passed last season's
previous-best 17 in a
row, becoming the first
team to win five consecu-
tive Independent Ath-
letic Conference Titles.
Highlanders suffered a
heartbreaking loss to
Rowan College, ending
their season - one win
short of the "Final Four."
Overall the team earned
a #1 seed in the NCAA
Atlantic Region with a
historical record.
Among the numerous
awards earned by the
Highlanders, coach Jim
Catalano was named
Coach of the Year by the
National Association of
Basketball Coaches, the
IAC, and the Metropoli-
tan Basketball Writers
Association. While An-
drew South, Clarence
Pierce, and Joe Marcotte
were named to various
All-American teams.
- Photo by Athletics
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- Photo by DaVor
Head Coach:
Dr. James Catalano
Assistants Coach:
Tom Reilly
Ralph Rotando
Barlow Taylor
Athletes:
4 John Greene
3 Clarence Pierce
3 Andrew South
2 Mike Bianco
2 Akida Ellerbee
2 Kevin Lynch
2 Joseph Marcotte
1 Keith Goresh
1 Quadir Hammeed
1 Thomas Jones
1 Christopher Kelly
1 Daron Nicholas
1 Anthony Pratola
1 Jeff Sonnema
1 Brian Ubinski
- Photo Courtesy of Athletics
- Photo by DaVor
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
by
Humberto Baquerizo &
Athletics Department
NJIT ended the season
with a 12-11 record, the
second consecutive win-
ning season for the
Highlanders. Victories
began to add up, includ-
ing one over a nation-
ally-ranked CCNY
team.
The Highlanders won
their final five games of
the season, the second-
longest winning streak
in the nine-year history
of NJIT women's bas-
ketball program.
NJIT captured the
Stevens Invitational
Championship, defeat-
ing Yeshiva and Mount
St. Vincent. Among
other victories was the
68-66 upset of CCNY,
which at that time was
ranked 20th nationally
in Division III.
Junior Kristie Simpson,
who averaged 25 points
per games over the final
five game, was named to
the Women's Intercolle-
giate Athletic Conference
all-star first team, while
Senior Laura Batista and
junior Wendy Gruenewald
were second-team selec-
tions. Sophmore Brenda
Rodriguez was named to
31 
 the
second
winning
streak in
nine year
history 
the All-Tournament
team at the Warner
Southern (Fla.) Invita-
tional.
Although the senior
leadership of Battista
will be tough to replace,
the rest of the team
returns next season.
Combined with next
year's freshman class
and the possible re-
turns of players who
did not participate this
year, the future looks
bright as the program
enters its tenth season
in the fall.
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Head Coach:
Brenda
Zabriskie-DeNure
Assistant Coach:
Mike Gualtieri
Athletes:
3 Wendy Gruenewald
3 Alexis Mack
2 Laura Battista
1 Joann Augustin
1 Lisa Marie Pantano
1 Brenda Rodriguez
1 Diane Schmidt
1 Kristie Simpson
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
FENCING
by
Humberto Baquerizo &
Athletics Department
"Inexperience
prevents
winning
season."
With a new coach in Craig
Garretson and a squad consist-
ing of mostly freshmen and
sophmores, the Highlanders
fencing team posted an overall
record of 5-10. NJIT finished
second in the IAC with a 2-1
mark, losing to conference
champion Yeshiva in a close
match.
The Highlanders did make an
impressive showing in the
Mid-Atlantic Collegiate
Fencing Association champi-
onships, placing third overall,
the result of strong perfor-
mances by junior Geovani
Morales and sophmore Byron
Rumph. Those two, along
with senior Rolan Yang, were
named to IAC ALL-Confer-
ence team. Yang became the
first NJIT fencer to be named
ALL-Conference four times.
NJIT Scholars-Athletes: Ed
Eads, Edwin Herrera, David
Johnson, Geovani Morales,
Byron Rumph.
With the year's experience
gained by the underclassmen,
the returning fencers will look
to improve their record in
1995.
- Photo by DaVor
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Head Coach:
Graig Garreston
Athletes:
4 Rolan Yang
3 David Johnson
3 Geovani Morales
2 Jennifer Harpula
2 Edwin Herrera
2 Wellington Lim
2 Ken Lynch
2 Byron Rumph
1 Edwards Eads
1 Richard Kvlesa
1 Drew Sternberg
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
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MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
by
Humberto Baquerizo &
Athletics Department
"Freshman
make an
impact.
Men's Volley-
ball looks to
the future."
Nowhere is the influence of
the Class of 1998 more
dramatic than on the NJIT
men's volleyball team. Five
talented freshman joined
coach Dave DeNure's team
this season, and three - Craig
DeMott, Joe Quanaim and
Adam Fritz- immediately
became starters.
With only two juniors and two
seniors among the fourteen -
member squad, youth is the
prevailing theme. Of course
the senior will always be
heard from and Tarik
Rodgers, an All-East selection
last season, continues to
makes his presence known on
the court. He is among the
national leaders in kills and
blocks.
NJIT has a record of 20-13,
with the Division II champi-
onship, giving a sixth con-
secutive winning season to the
team. The Highlanders won
their fourth consecutive
Independent Athletic Confer-
ence Championship early in
the season and were seeded
second in the Division HI
championships.
Tarik Rodgers was named
National Player of the Week
by the American Volleyball
Coaches Association for his
performances in the Division
HI Championships. Fresh-
man Adam Fritz was 15th
nationally in service aces.
The NJIT Scholars-Athletes:
Jon Bednasz, Joe Quanaim,
and Jayson Stark.
Coach DeNure looks foward
to a great season next year,
to continue NJIT Highland-
ers' winning tradition.
- Photo by DaVor
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Head Coach:
Dave DeNure
Assistant Coach:
Manny DelRio
Athletes:
4 Tarik Rodgers
4 Bryan Slota
3 Phuoc Tang
2 John Bednasz
2 Chris Bladek
2 Nelson Felix
2 Riyaz Khan
2 Han Joon Lee
2 Jayson Stark
1 Graig DeMott
1 Adam Fritz
1 Wycliffe Gordon
1 A.J. Mihalic
1 Joe Quanaim- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
- Photo by DaVor
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WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
by
Humberto Baquerizo &
Athletics Department
"A 3-4
record,
winning
three
consecutives
games."
178 • Women's Softball
Althought some tal-
ented athletes are
members of rookie
coach Denise
Bernarducci's softball
squad, a lack of overall
depth has resulted in
early season defeats.
Highlanders had a 3-4
record, winning three
consecutive games.
NJIT took an early
lead, then Rutgers
came back to tie, and
the contest turned into
an offensive battle as
the visitors took a 14-9
lead as the Highland-
ers came up to bat in
the bottom of the sev-
enth inning. And
then,two hits, three
walks, and two errors
produced four runs as
NJIT pulled to win one
run with two outs.
Pitcher Dana Michael
then smacked a double
to left field, scoring the
final two runs as the
Highlanders won their
first softball game in
three years with a
dramatic 15-14 tri-
umph.
Dana Michael and
junior Amy Maglori
are tied for the team
lead in the runs bat-
ted in with nine.
Addition of freshmen
Kimberly Wood and
Monique Spulli gives
the Highlanders a
youthful base to build
their softball pro-
gram.
The women and
coach Bernarducci
are looking forward
to next season and
more victories.
- Photo by Geovani Morales
Head Coach:
Denise Bernarducci
Assistant Coach:
Mary Katherine
DuBois
Athletes:
4 Dana Michael
3 Debra Kinney
3Christine Lemongello
3 Amy Maglori
2 Lisa Marie Pantano
2 Derys Rodriguez
1 Brenda Rodriguez
1 Kristie Simpson
1 Monique Sprueill
1 Kimberly Wood
1 Wendy Grueneland
1 Laura Battista
- Photo by Geovani Morales
- Photo by Geovani Morales
- Photo by Geovani Morales
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MEN'S BASEBALL
by
Humerto Baquerizo &
Athletics Department
"Defense,
Pitching
woes keep
NJIT below
.500."
Pitching and defense,
two elements that often
determine a team's
success on the field, are
what have casued the
Highlanders to struggle
at the midpoint of the
season.
Coach Gene Schmid's
club is 12-10, taking
first place in the
Indepedent Athletic
Conference (IAC). NJIT
was also in third place in
the Skyline Conference.
Giving coach Schmid
recorded his 350th ca-
reer victory in NJIT.
Tom Carrubba and
sophomore Eric Bliss
have driven 19 runs, a
team high. Tom
Carrubba leads the team
with three home runs.
While catcher Eric Bliss
has thrown out more
than half of all runners
attempting to steal
bases.
Pitcher Rick Johnson
earned the Skyline
Conference Pitcher of
the Week honors after
picking up a win and a
save in the doubleheader
sweep of Stevens.
Pitcher Ron Dollard
has half of the team's
win and also hits over
.300, playing shortstop
when not on the
pitcher's mound.
NJIT Scholars-Ath-
letes: Ron Dollard, Tom
Carrubba, Rick John-
son, Kevin Roycoft, and
Don Wedekind.
Coach Schmid hopes for
a great season and
another winning record
for the Schmid's Club.
- Photo by Staff
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Head Coach:
Gene Schmid
Assistant Coach:
Joe D'Amico
Kevin Schmid
John Czepiel
Athletes:
3 Pat Avallone
3 Art Caruso
3 Ron Dollard
3 Brian Glynn
3 Richard Johnson
2 Eric Bliss
2 Mark Smith
2 Don Wedekind
1 Anthony Abbonizio
1 Chris Andrews
1 Rafael Carrera
1 Jason Dancy
1 Robert DaSilva
1 Mike Fourre
1 T.J. Margolin
1 Josh McKee
1 Ian Pilipski
1 Tim Rooney
1 Kevin Roycroft
Photo by Staff
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HOCKEY
by
Humberto Baquerizo &
Amy Kroeger
"NJIT Hockey
team was
filled with
mixed emo-
tions..."
The NJIT hockey team was
filled with mixed emotions
this past year. After being
placed in a higher division
following last year's promis-
ing season, Highlanders were
somewhat disappointed
despite their efforts. They
look toward next year and a
promising
future.
This season, unfortunately,
will be the last for veteran
goaltender Steve Wojdyla.
His leadership and guidance
has been an inspiration for the
past four years. It was
Wojdyla, five years ago, who
restored the team that hadn't
been a part of the NJIT
community since the mid-
1980's. He along with Dave
Caggiano and Emil Lago
worked countless hours to
make NJIT hockey a reality.
Dave and Emil were also lost
this year to graduation. Emil
Lago graduated in December,
much to the dismay of his
fellow teammates. Over the
course of his four seasons on
the team, Lago became one of
the team's, as well as the
league's, leading scorers. His
agility and grace on the ice
was not only beautiful to
watch but also skillful and
consistent. Dave Caggiano,
also a leading scorer within
the league, graduated in May.
Caggiano, the team's captian,
has been a key player in both
offense and defense. Finally,
graduates, Mike Lisowski and
George Olmo, both of whom
took time away from their
rigorous Architecture sched-
ule to be two of the key
components of the team.
Lisowski, another four year
player, and leading scorer,
could be counted on in tricky
situations and for several
years was part of the first
line along with Caggiano and
Lago. George Olmo, who
just played his third season,
was one of the toughest
players on the team.
The loss of these players,
however, is not the end of
NJIT hockey. Next year's
team will look to the
experience of third year
players Mike Aliprantis,
Dave Barker, Jovan
Mehandzic and Greg
Tomczyk, as well as this
year's assistant captain Sean
Burke.
The team would like to
thank: the Wojdyla's; the
Cashnelli's; and the
Moschello's, for all their
support throughout the
season. Also a special
thanks to statisticians Amy
Wojdyla and Peter Gasior,
H20 Engineer Jennifer
Stellenberg and Good
Samaritian Leigh Fucetola.
Finally, thanks to "the
loudest fans in the
league"(you know who you
are)!
- Photo by DaVor
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Head Coach:
Andy Hipolit
Assistant Coach:
Dave Nufrio
Advisor:
Dana Knox
Athletes:
Mike Aliprantis
Ron Alzamora
Jim Anderson
Gus Arnone
Dave Barker
James Berger
Sean Burke
Dave Caggiano
Jim Cashnelli
Chris Chu
Brock Danner
Mark Dixon
Dan Ecket
Borris Koropey
Emil Lago
Mike Lisowski
Brain McDonald
Jovan Mehandzic
Rob Moschello
Ed O'Connell
George Olmo
Greg Tomcyk
Paul Villanueva
Steve Wojdyla
- Photo by DaVor
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CONGRATULATIONS
and
Welcome Graduates
to the
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
of
NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY
184 • Alumni Association
AMWM
ASSOCIATION
The Alumni Association congratulates
the NJIT Class of 1995 and it is proud to
welcome you as our newest members. All of
us are aware of the struggle and the effort that
you have put into your college career,
however, you wil l find that it was worth it.
We urge you to take advantage of our
association activities in order to serve our
ALMAMATER and its ALUMNI.
Alumni Association
New Jersey Institute of Technology
University Heights
Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 596 - 3441
(201) 596 - 3452 FAX
(201) 596 - 3448 Bullentin Board
Gonfalons, the insignia or
symbols first used by princes or
states in medieval Italy, have in
recent times become widely
used by the colleges of major
universities. The 1987
commencement ceremony
marks their first processional
use by New Jersey Institute of
Technology. Each of the NJIT
colleges is identified by its own
symbol and by the year in which
degree-granting programs were
initiated.
Newark College of Engineering has
as its ensign a chess rook, an ancient
symbol associated with engineering
and problem solving as well as an
early device in heraldry. It is shown
on a field of academic orange with
the year 1919, as the date when
academic degrees were first autho-
rized for the college.
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The Albert Dorman Honors Col-
lege, represented by a scroll, was
established in 1993. The college
aims to inspire and prepare NJIT
Honors Scholars to succeed through
the highest standards of personal
and academic achievements.
The American eagle in flight is the
pictoral representation of the School
of Industrial Management, symboliz-
ing vision, control and integrity.
Often depicted on the coinage and
currency, the eagle enjoys a historical
tie to business and management and i!
shown against light brown, the aca-
demic color of its discipline.
College of Science and Liberal Arts
is identified by a lamp, another
medieval symbol, commonly seen as
a source of intellectual, moral and
spiritual illumination. The white and
gold encompasses both arts and
letters and the theoretic and applied
aspects of science. The college was
organized as a degree granting entity
in 1982.
School of Architecture carries as its
symbol a representational column
head, the classic denotation of the
discipline which is used throughout
the college. It is shown on a field of
blue violet, the academic color, and
bears the year designation of 1973.
Alma Mater
To Alma Mater fair and great
Our voices now we raise;
Our gratitude we demonstrate,
Her steady torch we praise.
Her challenge on us ever falls;
A world of knowledge calls.
In heart and mind
Our trust we'll bind
To our NJIT.
We'll hold her memory ever dear
Her spirit we'll revere.
To her we promise loyalty
Our own NJIT.
Music by
Professor James N. Wise
Lyrics by the late
Professor Frederick Fernsler
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HISTORY OF
The pagentry and tradition of college and university
commencement ceremonies originated more than 800
years ago in the medieval universities of Europe.
These early universities were bodies or guilds of stu-
dents who took their name from the Latin word
universitas, meaning a number of persons associated
into one guild or community. These guilds were
dedicated to the mastery of the arts and sciences.
The master's or doctor's degree denoted full member-
ship in the guild and admitted the recipient to the
practice of teaching. The bachelor's degree, on the
other hand, originally indicated only that the recipi-
ent had entered a course of study leading to the doc-
torate or mastership. Later, the baccalaureate came
to signify the completion of one level of study prepa-
ratory to higher degrees.
The term "commencement," which means begin-
ning, originally referred to the occasion on which the
student received the master's degree and "com-
menced" his career. Today, however, all levels of de-
grees are conferred at commencement.
Excerpt from Commencement Exercise program
COMM'VMMEM'
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THANKS, BOB!
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
Robert John Moran, in other
words - BOB, has been an inspira-
tion to the Class of 1995. He has
been an Advisor, Instructor, Coach,
Director, Dad, Emergency Medical
Assistant and most of all, a FRIEND
to the students of NJIT. He has
given continuous support and guid-
ance to this graduating class from
Miniversity check-in until we walk
to receive our diplomas, 4,5,6 years
later. Bob, you have watched us
grow, evolve, and mature. Along
the way we may have made mis-
takes, but you always stuck by us
with your quiet wisdom. Bob, a
special thanks from all of us to you.
We will miss you.
- Photo by Isabel DeOliveira
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NUCLEUS STAFF
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
The Nucleus is a student designed
and produced publication recording
the annual events of New Jersey Insti-
tute of Technology since 1923.
Within the bound pages, The Nucleus
yearbook guards our memories and
contributions to the NJIT community
so they can be looked upon for years
ahead by our fellow students.
Always Changing '95, was meant to
show the continuous development of
NJIT as well as, of our own lives. As
we continue to change, our general
beliefs and morals will be questioned.
Yet, always remember, learning is good
exercise for the mind.
- Photo by Staff
- Photo by Staff
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JOSTENS

Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein
orders his troops to the horder
of oil-rich Kuwait. The U.S.
sends 350 warplanes to the
area to support the Kuwaiti
forces. By October 11, Hussein
orders the withdrawal of most
of his forces.
Russian President Boris Yeltsin
calls out his poorly trained
military to subdue a rebellion
in Chechnya, a southern
republic the size of
Connecticut. Critics accuse
Yeltsin of resorting to total-
itarian methods of the old
communist Soviet regime to
keep the shaky Russian
Federation unified.
Joyful residents ofBelfast celebrateafter the Irish
Republican Army (IRA)
announces an end to its mili-
tary operations in Northern
Ireland as of August 31.
After 25 years of British
military presence and over
3,000 killings, the IRA says
it will now seek Irish union
only through political
channels.
E
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Europe's worst flood in this
century kills at least 30 people
across Europe. Inland floods
caused by melting Alpine snow
and relentless rains hit
Belgium, France, Germany,
and the Netherlands, whose
famous dike system begins to
crumble late in January 1995 in
the face of rampaging rivers.
Dutch authorities evacuate
250,000 people from the
lowlands.
Camilla Parker Bowles,
allegedly Prince Charles'
mistress, announces her
divorce from her husband,
Andrew Parker Bowles.
Princess Diana is said to be
negotiating a divorce from
Charles. who will be free to
remarry without giving up the
throne—unless unhappy
subjects force a referendum on
the monarchy.
More than 900 passengers die
140 are rescued when the
Estonia. a 15,500-ton Baltic
terry sinks off the coast of
Finland in a violent nighttime
storm. The storm's 30-foot
waves swamp the ship which
lists and sinks in a matter of
minutes.
After a peasantuprising in Chiapasand two major
political murders, Mexico
gets a new president.
Ernesto Zedillo, an
economist, assumes office
only to face a stockmarket
crash, a ruined economy,
and a loss of international
confidence in the wake of
the North American Free
Trade Agreement.
n July 25, U.S.
President Bill Clinton
welcomes King
iussein of Jordan, right,
and Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin to the
White House, where the
two sign a historic
ionaggression pact that
nds a 46-year state of
relligerency between Israel
Ind Jordan.
When their Armyhelicopter acciden-tally strays into Nortt
Korea in December, Chief
Warrant Officers Bobby
Wayne Hall and David
Hilemon are shot down by
the communists. Washingtoi
does not admit to espionage
as the North Koreans want,
but negotiates for survivor
Bobby Hall's release by
expressing its sincere regret
over the intrusion.
±I i Upper Gore, wife of
U.S. Vice President
Al Gore, visits
Rwandan refugee camps in
Zaire in July. Thousands of
refugees, fleeing ethnic
conflict in Rwanda, die of
cholera, dysentery, and other
infectious diseases. Fresh
water supplied by the United
States military greatly
reduces the number of
cholera deaths.
palestine LiberationOrganizationchairman Yasir Arafat
returns to Palestine in July
1994 after 27 years of exile in
Tunisia. Arafat kisses the
ground in the Gaza Strip, now
a Palestinian autonomous
zone under the terms of a
1993 peace accord with
Israel.
Conservative religious
groups and those who
believe in individual
rights clash over
issues of education
for women and family
planning at the U.N.
International
Conference on
Population and
Development in Cairo,
Egypt, September 5.
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US. President BillClinton, right, andBritish Prime Minister
John Major take part in
ceremonies in June 1994 at a
military cemetery during the
50th anniversary commem-
oration of the Allied D-Day
invasion of Europe, the event
that sealed the fate of Nazi
Germany during World War II.
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India suffers an
outbreak of pneumonic
plague, carried by
flea-infested vermin.
Workers in Bombay earn
five rupees for each
exterminated rat; one
thousand rat-tails
earns a color TV.
Millions of South Africans travel weary hours and wait inmile-long lines to vote in the first all-race elections.After more than a century of white rule, the voters
choose former political prisoner Nelson Mandela to preside
over the dismantling of apartheid.
Jimmy Carter, former
U.S. president and
self-styled global
troubleshooter for
peace, negotiates
on behalf of the
U.S. in Haiti,
Bosnia, and North
Korea. He even
offers to help settle
the baseball strike.
In Japan, an earthquake with a magnitude of 7.2collapses buildings, derails trains, buckles elevatedexpressways, and causes fires throughout the city of
Kobe. Over 5,000 people are killed and 26,000 injured. The
Japan quake occurs January 17, 1995, one year to the day
after a quake devastated Los Angeles.
Chinese school children, dressed to look like ColonelSanders, welcome the president of Kentucky FriedChicken to Shanghai in May 1994. Few of the country's
many foreign business ventures thrive, but KFC becomes a
Chinese favorite. The finger-lickin' enterprise makes plans to
expand its outlets from 28 to 200.
A triumphant Jean-Bertrand Aristidereclaims his position
as president and restores
democracy to Haiti with the
help of U.S. troops. Haiti
had suffered under the rule
of a military junta led by
General Raoul Cedras, who
goes into exile after
reaching an agreement with
U.S. mediators.
In one of the most
successful antiterrorist
operations in aviation
history, French command(
storm an Air France
jet-liner and kill
four Algerian
hijackers, freeing
the plane's
173 passengers
and crew.
Thousands of Cubans flee their economically depressedhomeland, hoping for a better life in America. Many setoff on homemade rafts and other small vessels only to
be intercepted by the U.S. Coast Guard. The United States and
Cuba reach an agreement in September that allows 20,000
Cuban immigrants to enter the United States each year.
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In the wake of the 1994 Los
Angeles earthquake and the
southern California wildfires of
1993, California experiences
more natural disasters in
January 1995 when rainstorms
cause flooding that kills 11
people and leaves 3,000 others
homeless. Flooding is so high
in Santa Barbara, fun-seeking
teenagers dive off a freeway
overpass into 15 feet of water.
President Clinton declares 34
counties federal disaster areas.
In 1994, the U.S. registers a
one-year population growth of
2.7 million. One-third of the
increase is due to immigration,
the largest such influx since
1914.
Author and humanities
professor, Ralph Ellison, dies
at age 80. His 1952 novel,
Invisible Man, has been called
the most powerful novel written
about alienation, identity, and
racism in America.
A huge increase in killings by
14- to 24-year-olds raises the
nation's homicide rate, while
violence blamed on preteens
rocks communities nationwide.
A boy, 13, is sentenced to life
for strangling a four-year-old.
In Chicago, an 11-year-old boy
kills a 14-year-old girl and is
then executed by his own gang.
In Washington state a pair of
12-year-olds shoot a migrant
worker.
The death ofJacqueline KennedyOnassis in May 1994
marks the end of an era, a
time when America was
prosperous, fighting for civil
rights, and heading for the
moon. The former first lady
is buried next to her
husband, President John
F. Kennedy, in Arlington
National Cemetery,
Washington, D.C.
Called the Republican
revolution, November
mid—term elections put
the Republican party
and its anti—big
government platform in
control of Congress
for the first time in
40 years. Georgia's
Newt Gingrich, author
of the GOP's "Contract
with America," is
the new Speaker of
the House.
eat, drought, and
lightning combine to
set Western states
ablaze in late June and July.
Fires consume 2,000 acres
in Colorado's South
Canyon when 50 mile-an-hour
winds whip the flames into a
firestorm, killing 14 specially
trained firefighters; 10 men
and four women.
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The volunteersfor Silent Marchbring shoes from
every state for one of the
quietest demonstrations to
ever take place in
Washington, D.C. Each
empty pair of shoes repre-
sents one of the more than
40,000 Americans who have
been killed by handguns.
The prosecutionseeks the deathpenalty in the
case of Susan Smith,
who dupes the nation with
a frightening tale of the
abduction of her two little
boys. The community's early
support grows quickly to
hatred when Smith
confesses to murder—
she sent her children to
their deaths at the bottom
of a lake.
Despite powerful National Rifle
Association lobby efforts,
Congress passes a crime bill
banning the sale of 19 types of
assault weapons. The
Brady Law goes
into effect; in
one month 23,610
people with
criminal records
are denied the
purchase of a handgun.
(Ire
The 37thU.S. President,Richard Nixon, dies
in April 1994. Nixon was
responsible for restoring
normal ties with the
People's Republic of
China following the
signing of the Shanghai
Communique in 1972.
The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration blasts
the tobacco company
executives at a
congressional hearing
in March 1994 for
denying that nicotine,
a drug found in
cigarette smoke, is
addictive. Tobacco
industry workers fear
losing their jobs if
the FDA succeeds in
classifying and
restricting cigarettes
as a drug.
The Flint River overflows, washing coffins out of a Georgiacemetery after torrential rains from tropical storm Albertoflood Georgia and the Florida-Alabama panhandle.
Thirty-two people die, 40,000 are temporarily homeless, and
10,000 square miles are underwater, causing $100 million in
crop damage.
Former football starD.J. Simpson ischarged with the
June 12th stabbing death of
his ex-wife Nicole and her
, friend Ronald Goldman,
causing a non-stop media
avalanche. The
sensational case famil-
iarized watchers with
spouse abuse, a tele-
vised ride in a white
Ford Bronco, "Kato"
Kaelin, and DNA testing.
Simpson faces the jury
in January.
The Secret Service considers restricting public
access to the White House after a gunman fires 27
rounds at the building's facade in October. In
September, a small Cessna airplane crashes on the
South Lawn and comes to rest at the base of the
White House below President Clinton's bedroom,
killing the pilot.
Arare white buffalonamed Miracle drawscrowds to the humble
Wisconsin farm where it was
born August 20. Native
Americans believe the calf is
the fulfillment of a Lakota
Sioux prophecy. Five hundred
years ago, White Buffalo
Woman told her people that
she would return as a white
calf to usher in a new age of
harmony between all races
of mankind.
president Clinton, withRepublican leaderBob Dole, signs
legislation implementing the
U.S. role in an expanded
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), one of the
most sweeping trade liberal-
ization pacts in history. The
legislation makes the U.S. a
member of a new 125-member
World Trade Organization.
Protectionists worry that GATT
may promote world trade but
won't sufficiently protect
1 American jobs.
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The U.S. Interior Department
moves the bald eagle from its
endangered species list to the
less critical "threatened"
category. The Pacific
Northwest's spotted owl is left
to fend for itself when in June a
federal judge lifts the 1991
injunction that halted logging in
the owl's habitat.
The fossil of a previously
unknown dinosaur, the 25-foot-
long Cryolophosaurus ellioti, is
found in Antarctica.
Despite a so-called fitness
craze, the National Center for
Health Statistics confirms the
American overabundance of
food combined with a
sedentary lifestyle is creating
an epidemic of obesity. Since
1980, the number of over-
weight adults has ballooned to
one-third of the population,
with an alarming increase
among children.
Some of the 599 newly
revealed secret ingredients
major cigarette-makers add to
improve taste and texture:
beeswax, butter, carrot oil,
citronella oil, cocoa shells,
corn silk, dandelion root
extract, 31 chemicals that start
with ethyl, oak chip oil,
vinegar, and dimethyltetra-
hydrobenzofuranone.
Three planets are discovered
orbiting a pulsar star 3,000
light-years away in the
constellation Virgo. One is the
size of the moon and two are
three times more massive than
Earth; all are rocky worlds
without an atmosphere.
NASA's space shuttle mission 64 tests theoperations of a Simplified Aid For ExtravehicularActivity Rescue (SAFAR) device. Crew
member Mark Lee maneuvers successfully
outside the Discovery, while Carl Meade
photographs him against the background of Earth.
Martin Rodbell and
Alfred Gilman are
awarded the 1994
Nobel Prize in
Physiology or
Medicine for 6p
developing a wv-
model of cell
communication
that has
medical implications
from cholera to
cancer.
The Food and DrugAdministrationinstitutes new food
labeling on almost all foods
in response to consumer
protest against the many
misleading claims of food
producers. The new
readable labels provide
realistic serving sizes, list
calories from fat, and allow
you to compare different
nutrient values.
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Autostereograms,popularly known asMagic Eye, cause
legions of people to stare
cross-eyed for long periods
of time. Based on a mystery
of neurology and
3-D objects, pattern
elements fuse into left-eye
and right-eye images of a
single hidden object which
appears to be
floating.
4 ,
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The century's greatestchemist andantinuclear activist,
Linus C. Pauling, winner of
the Nobel Prize for Chemistry
in 1954 and the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1962, dies at the age
of 93. His work on DNA laid
the foundation for Crick and
Watson's discovery of the
double helix.
In Ethiopia, anthro-pologists discover theskull of a human
ancestor, Australopithecus
ramidus, 4.4 million years
old. The new species has
features midway between
apes and humans and
promises to provide clues to
still earlier evolutionary
stages.
6,, Japan's "Love Love
1 Simulation" computer
program allows
I couples to take a
f non—scientific look
at future offspring
by digitally
combining their own
photos to predict a
child's appearance.
Astronomers wait at every major telescope in the workto see the historic cosmic crack-up of the 21 bigfragments of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 as it smacks
into the atmosphere of Jupiter at 134,000 miles an hour.
Plumes of fire shoot up hundreds of miles, high enough to
become visible to telescopes on Earth.
Internet activity
rises sharply as
surfers find their
way around the
information
superhighway.
Advertisers,
rock music
reviewers,
the worldly
Voice of America,
and others decide
it's time to jump on.
Acave is found in southern France, full of 300 vividpaintings of woolly-haired rhinos, bears, mammoths,panthers, and owls made about 20,000 years ago. The
Stone Age artists also left behind bear skulls, flint knives,
footprints, and fireplaces. Experts call it the archaeological find
of the century.
The non-violentCD-ROM game Mystby Cyan, Inc. becomes
a best-selling phenomenon,
winning legions of devoted
fans and spawning imitators.
The fantasy-adventure's
graphic visuals are hyper-
real; the written word is the
key to the mystery.
NASA publishes a new
report supporting the
theory that a giant
comet hit Earth 65
million years ago and
vaporized 100 billion
tons of sulphur to
create the cloud
barrier that froze
Earth's atmosphere and
killed the dinosaurs.
Along-term study of radial keratotomy finds it generallysafe and effective. For the nearsighted, tiny spokelikeincisions into the eye improve focusing ability and
eliminate the need for eyeglasses. The patient is awake for
the procedure.
Cutbacks in military spending force the U.S. Navy toreduce its elite 100-dolphin fleet trained for use insonar research, mine sweeping, and underwater recov-
ery. Too tame to be released in the open sea, the veterans of
conflicts from Vietnam to the Persian Gulf retire to aquariums
and water parks.
o
ne of Lake Superior's enduring mysteries is solved by scientists and marine historians who
explore the wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald, an ore carrier that sank with its crew in a 1975
storm. The ship, overused and in poor condition, was ripped apart by 90-mph winds and
30-foot waves. Most of the 29 crewmen are entombed inside the wreckage, well preserved in the
39° waters.
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The most popular names for
newborns this year are Ashley
and Michael.
Young people serve their
country by volunteering under
a new program called
AmeriCorps, where 20,000
people aged 17 and up work
with community-based
organizations in exchange for
$7,500 plus money toward
college tuition or loans.
One percent of the nation's 50
million school-age children
learn at home as families seek
alternatives to public schools.
In a handful of high-tech
experiments, kids submit
homework by modem,
download books and artwork
from the Internet, and
collaborate on academic
projects with other children
around the world.
A survey of college kids
reveals their favorite sources
of sugar and caffeine during
all-night studying to be:
powdered iced tea, peanut
butter mixed with marsh-
mallow cream, baby food,
ramen noodles, raw cookie
dough, and trail mix made
from chocolate chips, graham
cracker bits, and mini-
marshmallows.
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Alively new cafe society centers aroundthe 5,000 gourmet coffeeshops whichspring up around the country. To the often
young and trendy patrons, the social interaction is
just as important as the espresso. Some cafes offer
full-time Internet links so patrons can sip and chat
with other Internet latte-drinkers.
Aerobic boxing, with boxing-style leg and arm work, turnsout to be one of the year's hot exercise trends, showingup in workout studios and attracting those who want to
fork off their aggression by throwing a right and a few jabs.
Besides recycled
clothing like license—
plate bustiers,
bottle—cap jewelry,
trash—bag and duct—
tape dresses, fashion
trends include the
schoolgirl look with
thigh—highs, and the
grunge—turned—beatnik
look of long, straight
hair and a goatee.
A new survey showsthat over 12 millionAmericans are
vegetarians, choosing
.4., the no-meat lifestyle
.,,e,4.e. because of concern
about animal cruelty,
cost-efficiency, eco-
friendliness and/or
improved health and
fitness.
The hottestmerchandise aroundis Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers, so hot
Cabbage Patch dolls pale in
comparison. Parents criticize
Fox's super-violent TV show,
but their kids crave Dragon
Daggers, Megazords, and
the 4-foot, $230 battery
powered car. "Go, go, Power
Rangers!"
Yoga, a Hindu system
of stretching
exercises for well—
being, surges in
popularity, mostly
because the older
generation seeks a
technique for
alleviating stress
and finds yoga better
than aerobics.
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Led by brash young skate and surf types, two millionsnowboarders nationwide discover the joy of swoopingdown slopes on one board instead of two. No hard
boots, no poles, no crossed tips, make it easier than skiing.
Since their giant frozen wave is a ski hill, snowboarders annoy
old-style skiers who want their slopes left undisturbed by
shredders.
Ahot new collectiblederives from an oldhousehold item.
Milk caps, known in some
regions as pogs, originally
capped the bottles left by
the milkman but have now
gone funky with colorful
printed designs and
variations that are traded
and used in games.
iemaining a virgin in the face of peer pressure finds new
respect among teens who defend their freedom to forgo
....... sex in a sex-crazy world. The movement is both a
demand for real love and a reaction against unwanted
pregnancy and health risks, since today one out of four kids are
infected with sexually transmitted diseases by the age of 21.
It's called "the year
of the cottage
industry" as more
Americans adopt
different work
arrangements in
response to corporate
downsizing, either by
telecommuting or
starting businesses
out of their homes.
Although most areforced to settle forOakley wrap-
arounds, stylin' kids, like
in-line skaters and urban
youth, clamor for Arnet's
$80 Ravens with the silver-
chrome frames.
The first generation toignore colas in favorof fruit drinks, today's
young people give Snapple
popular cult status. The
trend breeds juice wars as
Snapple imitators like
Fruitopia vie for youth
market shares and inundate
the airwaves with Generation
X-type advertising.
P
ope John Paul II
authors Crossing the
Threshold of Hope, a
blend of theology, evangelizing
and personal remininiscene.
It becomes a best-seller in 35
countries.
Kool-Aid makes acheap hair-dye, analternative to
bleached hair with, say,
Prizm Blue added for sheen.
The "city fade" shaves the
sides of your head and
leaves the top longer, and
the matted hair look is
achieved by leaving the soap
in and forgetting to comb.
The designer pets of the year are African pigmyhedgehogs, and some 3,000 find homes with humans.They are gentle, like to be petted, and need a once-a-
day feeding of pet food or mealworms. They don't smell and
will even eat your roaches.
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John Travolta and Samuel L.
Jackson star in Pulp Fiction,
an "extravagantly demented
low-life lalapalooza with
outlandish twists." The film's
plot revolves around a watch,
a briefcase, and a large
syringe in a darkly humorous
scene which reportedly causes
a few audience members with
needle-phobia to fall out of
their seats in revulsion.
John Candy, the large and
lovable star of films Splash,
Cool Runnings, Home Alone,
and many other family
favorites, dies at the age of
43. Whether Candy played
jerks, slobs or loonies, his
natural goodness came
shining through.
W ith a tried-but-truestoryline, the TVshow "Me and the
Boys," becomes an
immediate family favorite,
with stand-up comic Steve
Harvey playing a widower
who's left to raise three
lively sons singlehandedly.
Shomeless prime-timesoap opera "MelrosePlace," co-starring
Heather Locklear and Grant
Show, attracts legions of
fans with its silly-sensational
plotlines and shallow-but-
beautiful characters. Fans
even buy the TV show's
soundtrack and "MP"
clothing.
am Cruise bites as
the elegantly evil
vampire Lestat in the
film based on Anne Rice's
novel Interview With the
Vampire. Brad Pitt costars in
the story that's been a favorite
with millions of readers for
twenty years.
Reality—based tele—
vision programs rule
the tube with "Cops,"
"American Detective,"
"FBI: The Untold
Stories," "Top Cops,"
and "Rescue 911."
"America's Most
Wanted" and "Unsolved
Mysteries" enlist
viewers' help in
1 tracking down
- fugitives.Life is like a box of chocolates," says its title character.Forrest Gump, starring Tom Hanks, surprises everyonewith its popularity, attributed to the audiences' thirst
for the film's theme of simple values and good intentions.
Fascinating special effects place Gump into real news
footage with U.S. presidents.
Ei very Tuesdaynight 20 millionhomes tune in to
"Home Improvement,"
television's No.1 show,
1 starring comedian Tim
P Allen as Tim Taylor, the
how-to host of "Tool
Time," with his wife Jill and
three kids. Fans love this
funny real-life reflection of
middle-class family life.
Comedian Jim Carrey's career is s-s-smokin'. In TheMask, Garrey plays shy Stanley 1pkiss, who discoversthat a mythical mask can turn him into a very cool
green-faced cartoon-like dude. While waiting for sequels to
The Mask and Ace Ventura: Pet Detective, Carrey fans enjoy
current hit Dumb and Dumber.
Comic Margaret Chostars in the first all-Asian sitcom "All-
American Girl," about a
college girl who's not making
enough money to move away
from home and has to live
with her rigidly traditional
Korean immigrant parents.
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The animals aren't cuddly, but Disney's 32nd animatedfeature The Lion King is still a box-office smash and asure classic. The story of a young lion, Simba, on the
path to maturity combines five Tim Rice/Elton John songs with
comedy that leaves audiences roaring. Just say "Hakuna
matata," Swahili for "no worries."
Living Single" ishailed as a NewYork City version of
"Designing Women." The
comedy is about four
women who share a big
apartment, and features
Kim Fields and rap star
Queen Latifah, whose quiet
presence and dignity
singles her out as a star.
Talented young ClaireDanes stars as asavvy 15-year-old
confronting adolescent
anxieties in the ABC
television series "My So-
Called Life," which receives
critical acclaim. Danes also
stars in the movie Little
Women, with Winona Ryder.
This year's Emmy forbest comedy seriesgoes to TV's "Frasier,"
the story of a radio psychi-
atrist with a dysfunctional
family. Star of the critical
and main-stream hit,
Kelsey Grammer
dedicates his
best-actor award
to the dog "Eddie"
whose off-
screen
name is
Moose.
After his villain inShakespeare's MuchAdo About Nothing
and his title role in Bertolucci's
Little Buddha, actor Keanu
Reeves buffs up to play an
action star in Speed, about a
bomb and a runaway bus,
one of the year's biggest box
office hits.
With the first female
starship captain, TV's
"Star Trek: Voyager"
is the newest offshoot
of the enduring Star
Trek phenomenon, after
"Deep Space Nine,"
"The Next Generation,"
and this year's full-
length feature
Star Trek:
Generations.
Although his action fans may prefer True Lies, ArnoldSchwarzenegger, with co-star Danny DeVito, cracks upaudiences in Junior, where the strongman plays a
boringly-serious scientist who tests a fertility drug on himself,
learns the joys of motherhood, and falls in love with the baby's
mom, Emma Thompson.
aywatch," the world's most-watched syndicated TV
show, is a feel-good action/adventure about a Malibu
lifeguard, played by David Hasselhoff. Sunny beach
scenes take the pressure off plot or character development. In
tribute to its popularity, Mattel, Inc. creates Baywatch Barbie.
Lou Gehrig's last day, Sandy Koufax on the mound, andJackie Robinson's arrival are all part of the Ken Burnsfilm "Baseball," an 18 1/2-hour historical mini-series on
PBS. "Baseball" touches on American issues of race, labor,
i mmigration, the role of women, urban renewal, popular media,
and the nature of heroes and mythology.
Hoop Dreams is adocumentary abouttwo young Chicago
athletes who dream of
playing in the NBA. Arthur
Agee and William Gates
soon realize the dream will
have to come at the expense
of everything else. Hoop
Dreams offers as much
drama, excitement, and
emotional ups and downs
as anything to come out of
Hollywood.
Alter their Woodstock '94
performance scores them
mass adulation and an
onstage mudfight, punk-pop
trio Green Day wins the title
for this year's best new band.
Their album Bookie, featuring
"Basket Case," goes triple
platinum.
LPs make a comeback when
major recording labels give in
to pressure from artists and
fans. New titles are released
on vinyl, as well as CDs and
tapes. Pronounced dead in the
'80s, the revived 12-inch long-
plays came complete with the
art-covered sleeves and lyric-
sheet inserts that make them
collector's items.
Liz Phair follows up Exile in
Guyville with Whip-smart and
songs like "Super Nova" and
"Jealousy." Her music is said
to be about self-parody,
defensiveness, beautiful
flaws, and cluelessness.
Futuristic noise mavens Nine
Inch Nails and singer Trent
Reznor drive home a point
with their "Closer" single and
hit video, from their album
The Downward Spiral.
Mosh pit heroes Bad Religion
get plenty of play with "21st
Century Boy" and their album
Stranger Than Fiction.
Beastie Boys release their
fourth hip-hop album 111
Communication on the heels
of their highly popular Check
Your Head.
Superunknown, a 70-minute,
15-song opus, debutes at
No.1 on the Billboard charts.
Fans and critics say it's the
best record of metal band
Soundgarden's career.
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Singer Sheryl Crow hitspaydirt with her debutalbum, Tuesday Night
Music Club with the seedy-
but-upbeat sounds of
"Leaving Las Vegas" and
"All I Want to Do."
odeci, two pairs of
brothers whose funky
ballads coined the
term "Feenin'," bring gospel
harmonies to their new
album Diary of a Mad Band,
which goes platinum.
CC
They dress alike andrule Motown. Itseems like Boyz II
Men only makes mega-hits,
like "On Bended Knee" and
"I'll Make Love to You."
Their second album, //, goes
straight to No. 1 on the R&B
charts.
W ith quirky lyrics andbass-voiced singingon hits like "Mmm,
Mmm, Mmm, Mmm," the
Crash Test Dummies' album,
God Shuffled His Feet,
becomes a chart-topper in
the U.S. and Europe.
Although Madonna's
bad—mannered appear—
ance on Letterman
begets criticism, her
album Bedtime Stories,
with hits "Take a Bow"
and "Secret," is a
solid chart—topper.
Seattle rock band Pearl Jam and front man Eddie Veddergive youthful angst a good name as they rock hard withtheir third album, Vitalogy, considered their strongest yet.
Music, moshing, andlots of mud defineWoodstock '94. The
25th anniversary of the
original 1969 "summer of
love" has ATMs, Pepsi, and
'90s prices: $135 tickets and
$4 hamburgers. After
happily grooving to every-
thing from Bob Dylan
to Nine Inch Nails, 350,000
fans depart peacefully.
pop-siren JanetJackson's bodylanguage and lyrics
draw large concert crowds
to see her perform hits like
"You Want This/70's Love
Groove." Jackson wins an
MTV Music Award for her
video "If."
Singer Vince Gillmakes country musichistory by winning the
Country Music Association's
award for top male vocalist
four years in a row. The CMA
also awards him 1994
Entertainer of the Year.
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Nominated for bestfemale vocalist,country singer Mary
Chapin Carpenter croons at
the Country Music Awards
ceremony, but loses to Pam
Tillis. Carpenter's album
Stones in the Road tops the
country charts.
It's a year of hits forbuzz band, GinBlossoms. Their top-
selling album New
Miserable Experience,
covers "Hey Jealousy,"
"Found Out About You,"
and "Until I Fall Away."
Hailed as the crownprince of reggae,Buju Banton's album,
Bull Banton: Voice of
Jamaica, pumps the party
with "Walk Like a
Champion" and "Man a
Look Yuh."
EMI Records releases
Live at the BBC a
two-disc set of radio
concerts recorded by
the Beatles in the
early '60s. "Free as
a Bird," an original
unfinished track by
the late John Lennon,
is finished, mixed
with the live voices
of Paul, George, and
Ringo, and included
in the set.
I) ismissed as kiddie
artists, three 12-year-
old rappers who go by
the name of Immature, get a
new sound. Album Playtime
Is Overand hits "Never Lie"
and "Constantly" pump them
up to stardom.
Hit single "Cryin'"wins MTV's Video ofthe Year award for
singer Steven Tyler and
metal band Aerosmith, who
ride a wave of success and
release their new album
Big Ones.
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The rock-spectacleRolling Stones tour,named after their
album Voodoo Lounge,
combines a light show,
computer animation, video
blowups, and gigantic
inflatable props. Millions
watch the Stones prance
through their classic and
current hits like "Love Is
Strong." Voodoo Lounge
becomes the highest
grossing tour in history with
$115 million in ticket sales.
The Canadian bandCowboy Junkies,whose big hit this
year is "Sweet James,"
sings of isolation and
despair on their latest album
Pale Sun/Crescent Moon.
powered to the topwith their pure popsound, Swedish
quartet Ace of Base tops the
charts with The Sign. Their
sound is a contagious blend
of reggae-splashed pop
known as "China Reggae."
tTMascis emerges as aprolific and versatilesongwriter for the
punk-rock band Dinosaur Jr.
with "Outta Hand" and major
hit "Feel the Pain," both on
their latest album Without
a Sound.
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The Benedictine Monks
of Santo Domingo de
Silos release their
CD, Chant. Heavy
rotation on MTV
turns the collection
of ancient Gregorian
chants into an un-
expected best-seller.
Irish rock foursome, the Cranberries, tour the UnitedStates playing the sad, pretty melodies from theirsecond hit album, No Need to Argue.
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Rappers with a self- apper Snoop Doggyreliant attitude, Dogg's performanceSalt-N-Pepa keep makes the movie
their Very Necessaryvibe soundtrack Above the Rim a
going this year with hits hest-seller. His video "It's a
"Shoop" and "Whatta Doggy Dogg World," which
Man" which wins them, reunites all the '70s black
along with En Vogue, an exploitation film stars, wins
MTV Music Award. an MTV Music Award.
Ranked No.1, the University of
Nebraska Cornhuskers finish
their unbeaten season by
defeating the Miami Hurricanes
to win the national title.
Quarterback Tommie Frazier
earns MVP honors by guiding
the Huskers to two fourlh-
quarter touchdowns and a
frenetic 24-17 victory.
She was a pro at 13, a million-
aire at 14, and out of the game
at 17. After getting booked on
charges of marijuana posses-
sion, tennis star Jennifer
Capriati enters a drug rehab
program and makes a
comeback in autumn where
she plays well but loses her
tirst-round match.
Former Wimbledon champ
Andre Agassi wins the 1994
U.S. Open and beats cham-
pion Pete Sampras at the 1995
Australian Open. Called the
most popular tennis player in
the world, the tennis phenom
has a new girlfriend, former
model Brooke Shields.
The National Hockey League
plays only 48 of the 82 games
in the season this year due to
a lockout. Following
baseball's example, hockey
owners put salary caps on
their players, who strike but
lose out to the owner's rule.
Track and field star Wilma
Rudolph dies at the age of 54.
The 20th of 22 children, she
overcame polio, scarlet fever,
and pneumonia to become a
basketball star at 13, an
Olympic bronze medalist at 16,
and a winner of three gold
medals in the 1960 Rome
Olympics.
cf)
Whenever the Magic, led by 7'1" 300-pound ShaquilleO'Neal, score 110 points, the Orlando McDonald'srestaurants redeem home game tickets for a free Big
Mac. With the team selling out all 16,000 seats, the Golden
Arches supply a massive Mac attack, consoling fans for the lack
of a playoff victory.
Pitchman GeorgeForeman, 45,wearing the same
red trunks he sported
when he fought
Muhammad Ali 20 years
earlier, wins the world's
heavyweight boxing title
from Michael Moorer with a
10th round knockout.
The high rate of
early burnout in
women's pro tennis
from media pressure,
trainers, and
sponsors causes the
parents of Venus
Williams, 14, to
delay her pro debut.
Pete Sampras defeatsGorn Ivanisevic inthe men's singles
final at Wimbledon in
July 1994, for his second
straight Wimbledon title.
In January, pressure of
defending the title causes
him to break down in tears
at the 1995 Australian Open.
Having alreadyannounced herretirement from
singles tennis, nine-time
Wimbledon champion
Martina Navratilova waves
good-bye to an emotional
crowd, after losing to
Conchita Martinez in her
last Wimbledon match.
In July, Miguel Indurain of Spain makes a triumphantentry on the Champs Elysees in Paris to win theTour de France for the fourth straight time. He wins the
3-week, 3,218 km contest easily, finishing five minutes, 39
seconds ahead of the field. Greg LeMond, the only American to
win the Tour de France three times, retires from racing because
of health problems.
CC
0 n June 14, the New York Rangers defeat the VancouverCanucks 3 to 2 in the seventh game of the Stanley Cupplay-offs, winning the coveted hockey cup for the first
time in 54 years.
The Centennial
Olympics will be in
Atlanta, Georgia in
1996. The city will
emphasize its
multicultural aspects
to honor athletes
from around the
world.
Dara Torres-Gowenbecomes the firstOlympic swimmer to
model swimsuits in the
Sports Illustrated annual
swimsuit issue. Gold-
medalist Torres-Gowen's
sporty looks break the
"waifs and glamazons"
mold dictated by fashion.
Fans are openly angry when a dispute between playersand team owners over salary caps and other issuesthreatens to shut down baseball. A work stoppage
begins on August 12, and no World Series is played for the first
time since 1904.
Tonya Harding, barredfor life from organizedskating for obstructing
justice in the investigation
of an assault on Nancy
Kerrigan, is offered $2 million
by the All Japan Women's
Pro Wrestling Association to
wrestle as a baddie.
3asketball star SherylSwoopes  _ - ----.._-leads t.,,, Nomm„.........L
the U.S. women's
basketball team to a gold
medal at the Goodwill Games
in Russia. Earlier she led
Texas Tech to an NCAA title
and signed an endorsement
deal with Nike.
In Super
Bowl XXIX
in Miami,
the San
Francisco
49ers beat the
San Diego Chargers
49-26, in their
record-breaking fifth
Super Bowl win.
Quarterback Steve
Young passes for a
record six touchdowns
to win most valuable
player.
After 52 wins, fourPPG Cup titles, and$10 million in
earnings, lndycar champion
Mario Andretti races for the
final time in his 31-year
career. The four-time
Indianapolis 500 champion
retires in October 1994.
Ernie Els wins the
1994 U.S. Open golf
tournament in sudden-
death playoff. The
U.S. women's golf
team, led by Dottie
Mochrie, beats
Europe for the 1994
Solheim Cup.
w
orld Cup soccer
comes to the U.S.
for the first time:
24 teams play 52 World
Cup games in nine cities
to 3,567,415 fans,
culminating in a title
match between Brazil and
Italy. Earlier the U.S.
upset Colombia, but lost
to the Brazilian team, who
went on to win the cup.
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Supreme Court Justice Harry
Blackmun, 85, who wrote the
majority opinion in Roe v.
Wade, the landmark 1973 case
that guaranteed a woman's
legal right to abortion,
announces his retirement from
the court after 24 years.
The Charles and Diana fairy-
tale-turned-sordid-soap
continues: A German news-
paper prints nude photos of
Prince Charles; he publishes a
confession saying he never
loved his wife. Princess Diana
is suspected of making crank
phone calls; an old friend who
claims to be her ex-lover hawks
a trashy kiss-and-tell book.
Tabitha the cat spends 12 days
and 32,000 miles in the fuse-
lage of a Tower Air 747 jet when
she escapes her cat carrier and
gets lost in the cargo hold.
Tabitha makes television
appearances after her rescue
with her aspiring-actress owner.
Tabitha lost two pounds during
the ordeal, her owner lost six.
The Florida judge would not
allow Paul Hill to use justi-
fiable homicide as a defense
in the shootings of Dr. John
Britton and his bodyguard
outside a Pensacola abortion
clinic. Hill is found guilty of
murder in the first degree.
Anna Paquin, 11, wins an
Academy Award for her
performance in The Piano.
Says actor Gene Hackman,
"I guess now you'll have no
trouble getting cast in your
school play."
Ronald Reagan, 83,announces he is inthe early stages of
Alzheimer's disease, which
will cause him to rely
increasingly on wife Nancy.
Doctors say the easy-going
ex-president should be able
to function normally for
several more years.
Despite hurledobscenities anddeath threats,
Shannon Faulkner, 19,
battles the all-male Citadel
for the right to become the
first female cadet in the
152-year history of the
state-supported South
Carolina military school.
elson Mandela,
an international
hero who won the
Nobel Peace Prize, writes
his story. Long Walk to
Freedom: The
Autobiography of Nelson
Mandela covers the author's
27 years as a political
prisoner, his release, and
black Africans struggle for
freedom.
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s
ending a worthy
message to pageant-
watchers, Heather
Whitestone, a deaf Alabama
college junior who works
with handicapped kids, is
crowned 1994 Miss America
by her predecessor
Kimberly Aiken.
In Singapore,American teenagerMichael Fay is
convicted of vandalism and
publicly caned four times by
a martial arts master, despite
pleas from his family and
President Clinton.
A pplying his newfame to good works,actor Antonio
Banderas, of Philadelphia
and Interview With the
Vampire, spends a week on
a goodwill mission helping
UNICEF draw attention to
wartorn Somalia.
Cartoonist Gary Larson announces that he will retireThe Far Side, a feature that began in 1978 and hasappeared in 1,500 newspapers.
THE FAR SIDE B GARY LARSON
Why, airy, you've Itg_4_,Lzt..s had Me
power to go home! Test close your eyes,
quark -three 17rnes, and th;n1c—to yourself
There's no place like home, there's
no place hke home.. "
Printed in U.S.A. ©1995 Jostens, Inc. and World Book
95-047 (#2156)
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Hformer basketballsuperstar Michael --—;=Jordan improves —
his game for the Arizona 'i'
Scottsdale Scorpions, a 1
minor-league baseball
team. He still has no plans
to return to the hoops.
In about the mostsurprising event ofthe year, Michael
Jackson weds Elvis' daugh-
ter, Lisa Marie Presley in a
secret ceremony, May 1994.
Journalists wonder if the
union isn't a business
arrangement or an attempt
to polish Michael's public
i mage, tarnished by claims
of child molestation.
Scruffy movie idolJohnny Depp andwispy model Kate
Moss have a headline-
making lovers quarrel. Depp
is arrested for trashing the
couple's hotel room.
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Model Cindy Crawfordand actor RichardGere, dubbed the
world's sexiest couple,
announce their separation.
Hollywood books Crawford
for her first movie.
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Japanese earthquake cover photo credit: AP/Wide World
Newt Gingrich cover photo credit: Robert Visser, Sygma

IN CLOSING COLOPHON
The time has come to say goodbye, a fare-
well to our long drive down NJIT road. Put-
ting this book together was not a easy task, it
took hardwork and dedication in order to
capture our college life on such few pages.
Hopefully these pages will remind you of the
fun, the headaches, the trials, the tears, the
unexpected, nerve raking breakdowns and
the joys of what life down NJIT road was all
about. My life at NJIT was a memorable one,
one that was accomplished thanks to the
support of my family, friends, brothers and
NJIT staff and administrators. When you look
through this book, 'Always Changing 95', I
want you to remember that life is too short,
never be afraid of risk and challenges, because
we can only learn from our mistakes.
Lastly, I would like to give thanks to all of
those who help and supported me in my
endeavors. Bob Moran, Dean Helen, Dean
Murray, Dean Boxer, Dean Berrio, Dr. Bloom,
Jodie Cottrel, Gloria Philips, Dottie Wright,
Cathy Ruvolo, Paul Hassen 'Dad', Residence
Life, Rosalie Gaddala, EOP, Bonnie Blackman,
DaVor Studios, SAC, Isabel, Jorge, Mar, Vram,
Mich, Neda, Tim, Chris, Alpha Sigma Phi,
Alpha Phi Omega, Jeff, Eric, Amy, George,
Nicole, Jenny, Mona, Ed, last but not least my
Mom.
" We watched. We participated. We
learned. We felt. We accomplished. We
shared in a NJIT experience.
We spent our time going to class, studying,
getting involved with campus and commu-
nity, partying with friends preparing for the
future, supporting our alma mater.
Throughout our lives this experience will
remain with us. This moment in time will live
forever. " La Vie.
Always,
Humby
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